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Figure 3. Overview of sample in phase space and chemistry. Top left:!total energy (Etot) vs. the z component of the angular momentum (Lz). Stars belonging to the
same physical structure are expected to cluster in integrals of motion such as energy and angular momentum (Lz, in particular, in an axisymmetric potential). Top
center:!azimuthal velocity (Vf) vs. radial velocity (Vr). Disk-like populations appear at negative Vf around our assumed Vf,e!!=!!245.6 km s!1. Top right:!summary
of actions. Structures with strong vertical action (Jz) occupy the top half of the diagram while those with a strong radial action (JR) occupy the bottom half. Prograde
stars fall in the left hemisphere and retrograde stars in the right. Bottom left:!eccentricity vs. Galactocentric distance. In this space, stars from the same accreted object
have similar eccentricities because they are on similar orbits and show density breaks around their apocenters. Bottom center:!metallicity distribution function (MDF).
The bins are 0.1 dex in size, corresponding to the typical uncertainty in [Fe/H] (<0.1 dex). Bottom right:!!-abundance ([!/Fe]) vs. iron abundance ([Fe/H]). We only
show S/N!>!5 stars in this and all such subsequent panels to improve clarity. Distinct stellar populations are expected to follow chemical evolutionary tracks
corresponding to their star formation history and mass.

Figure 4. An overview of structure in E!Lz. Left panel same as Figure 3. In the right panel, we provide a schematic of the various structures we will identify in this
work (structures highlighted with solid boundaries, except for Sequoia, are new)—Sagittarius (“Sgr,” Section 3.2.1, Figure 8), Aleph (Section 3.2.2, Figure 9), the
high-! disk and in situ halo (Section 3.2.3, Figure 10), Gaia–Sausage–Enceladus (“GSE,” Section 3.2.4, Figure 11), the Helmi Streams (“Helmi St.,” Section 3.2.5,
Figure 12), Thamnos (Section 3.2.6, Figure 13), Arjuna, Sequoia, and I’itoi (Section 3.2.7, Figure 14), Wukong (Section 3.2.8, Figure 15), and the metal-weak thick
disk (MWTD; Section 3.2.9, Figure 16). There is signi!cant overlap among these structures in chemodynamical space, so in de!ning and discussing them
sequentially, it is impossible to avoid referring to objects that are yet to be introduced. We provide this schematic to build a common frame of reference and so readers
may notice these structures in !gures to come.
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Gaia Collaboration (Babusiaux, C. et al.): Gaia Data Release 2

Fig. 20. Gaia HRDs with kinematic selections based on the total velocity: panel a: Vtot < 50 km s�1 (275 595 stars), panel b: 70<Vtot < 180 km s�1

(116 198 stars), and panel c: Vtot > 200 km s�1 (4461 stars).

Fig. 21. Gaia HRDs with kinematic selections based on the tangential velocity: panel a: VT < 40 km s�1 (1 893 677 stars), panel b:
60<VT < 150 km s�1 (1 303 558 stars), and panel c: VT > 200 km s�1 (64 727 stars).

open and globular clusters and kinematically selected stellar
populations. The main sequence for nearby stars is extremely
thin, for field and cluster stars both, with a clear scattering
of double stars up to 0.75 magnitude visible above the main
sequence. Gaia DR2 provides a very unique view of the bot-
tom of the main sequence down to the brown dwarf regime,
including L-type and halo BDs. We also see the post-AGB stars
and the central stars of planetary nebulae, which follow the
expected tracks down to the white dwarf sequence, as well as
hot subdwarfs.

The split in the white dwarf sequence between hydrogen
and helium white dwarfs, which was first detected in the SDSS
colour–colour diagrams, is visible for the first time in an HRD,
with very thin sequences that agree with the strong peak of their
mass distribution around 0.6 M�.

Kinematic selections clearly show the change in HRDs
with stellar populations. It highlights the strong bimodality of

the HRD of the classical halo kinematic selection, and gives
evidence of two very different populations within this selection.

All the features in the Gaia HRDs chiefly agree in general
with the theoretical stellar evolution models. The differences
that are observed for the faintest brown dwarfs, the white dwarf
hydrogen/helium split, or the very fine structures of the open
cluster main sequences, for example, are expected to bring new
insight into stellar physics.

Numerous studies by the community are expected on the
Gaia HRD. For example, rare stages of evolution will be
extracted from the archive, together with more clusters, and
detailed comparisons with different stellar evolution models will
be made. The completeness of the data is a difficult question that
we did not discuss here, but that will be studied by the commu-
nity as it is a very important issue, in particular for determining
the local volume density and all the studies of the initial mass
function and stellar evolution lifetimes.
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solar motion and that the mentioned GSE samples have all been
selected differently. We also observe that including Sequoia,
Arjuna, or Arjuna and Sequoia (retrograde structures discussed
in Section 3.2.7) in GSE results in [á ñ =f -
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1.7 1, respectively. Despite these caveats, it is clear
that GSE is far from highly retrograde. We further discuss the
rotation of the halo in Section 4.3.

3.2.5. Helmi Streams

The Helmi Streams were among the !rst bona !de accreted
substructures discovered in the halo via integrals of motion as
opposed to on-sky streams (Helmi et al. 1999). Koppelman
et al. (2019a, 2019b), Koppelman & Helmi (2020) provide an
updated view of these streams using Gaia DR2 data.

While a prominent E!Lz overdensity corresponding to the
Helmi Streams appears among the H3 dwarfs, it is not as
readily apparent in the giants, though there is a hint of a vertical
spur at Lz/[10

3 kpc km s!1]!"!!1.5 in, e.g., Figure 4. To select
the Helmi Streams, we rely on the Lz–L# selection in
Koppelman et al. (2019a, “Box B,” their Figure 2):
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The selected stars are shown in Figure 12. Orbits of the
Helmi Streams in local samples (Helmi 2020, their Figure 12)
rise to high latitudes and extend out to Rgal!$!25 kpc—this is

borne out in Figure 12. The large spread in eccentricity mirrors
the large spread in eccentricities of GCs attributed to Helmi
Streams (HS) from considerations of the GC age–metallicity
relation (Massari et al. 2019; Forbes 2020; Kruijssen et al.
2020). In the MDF, we see a broad distribution, consistent with
the complex population with an extended star formation history
modeled in Koppelman et al. (2019b). The distribution in [Fe/
H] versus [!/Fe] traces the typical trend of decreasing [!/Fe]
with increasing [Fe/H] expected in halo populations. Assum-
ing accretion redshifts of z!"!0.5–1.1, i.e., 5–8 Gyr ago
(Koppelman et al. 2019b) and a (weighted) mean metallicity
of [Fe/H]!$!!1.3, we estimate the Helmi Streams to have
a stellar mass of Må!$!0.5–1!!!108Me via the Kirby et al.
(2013) MZR and its expected evolution to higher redshifts (Ma
et al. 2016b), in excellent agreement with Koppelman et al.
(2019b).

3.2.6. Thamnos

The Thamnos structure was recently discovered in Koppelman
et al. (2019a). These authors found two overdensities in
chemodynamical space (“Thamnos 1” and “Thamnos 2”) that
they attribute to the same progenitor. An overdensity corresp-
onding to their proposed structure appears in our E!Lz diagrams
as a jagged ridge along the retrograde edge of GSE (at
Etot/[105 km2 s!2]!$!!1.4). This ridge resembles the corrugations
of a single massive satellite producing multiple overdensities in
E!Lz and other phase-space diagrams (Jean-Baptiste et al. 2017).

Figure 11. Gaia–Sausage–Enceladus (GSE, gold) in chemodynamical space. Panels are as in Figure 3, except for the top right, which shows the distribution of stars in
action space. GSE is selected on eccentricity (e!>!0.7) motivated by the dense population of stars in the bottom-left panel. The smooth, unimodal MDF is well !t by a
simple chemical evolution model (dotted line in the MDF panel) that also reproduces the tail to low [Fe/H]. The highly eccentric GSE stars map to various projections
of phase space as overdensities at Lz!"!0, Vf!"!0, and Jz–JR!<!0.
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Timing the merger GSE
The accretion history of the MW

Figure 4. Star formation histories of chemodynamical components in the Milky Way derived from MSTO ages at ! ! Z1 4 kpc. The accreted halo (metal-poor
stars on eccentric orbits; blue line) is older than the in situ halo (high-! stars on eccentric orbits; red line). The star formation history of the in situ halo is very similar
to that of high-! stars on disk-like, circular orbits (red dotted line). The MSTO stars above the Galactic plane show that the low-! disk forms last (orange dotted line),
although they are likely not representative of the global low-! population, which we expect continues forming stars at the present. The typical age uncertainty for a
single star is !1 Gyr, shown with an error bar below the legend, so the detected difference in the distribution of ages between the in situ and the accreted halo is
signi!cant.

Figure 5. Left panel: best-!t models for the age distribution of the accreted (blue, constant star formation rate) and the in situ halo (red, rising star formation history).
Right panel: best-!t star formation histories convolved with observational uncertainties (shaded) match the inferred distribution of ages for both the in situ and
accreted halo (solid lines). The inferred ages of local halo stars are consistent with an abrupt end of star formation !10 Gyr ago in the accreted halo and !2 Gyr later
in the in situ halo.
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Milky Way Satellite Census – I. 3
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Figure 1. Equal-area Mollweide projection of the density of stars (log scale) observed with r < 22 mag over the DES Y3A2

and PS1 DR1 footprints (red and cyan borders, respectively). Filled markers indicate kinematically confirmed Milky Way

satellite galaxies, and unfilled markers indicate satellite galaxy candidates that have not yet been kinematically confirmed. We

mark classical Milky Way satellites (black circles), and satellites discovered by SDSS (blue squares), PS1 (cyan diamonds),

DES (red upright triangles), other DECam surveys (purple inverted triangles), HSC SSP (green pluses), VLT ATLAS (magenta

pentagons), and Gaia (brown crosses).

ping surveys (Homma et al. 2016, 2018, 2019). More-
over, several recently discovered Milky Way companions
(e.g., Crater II, Virgo I, Aquarius II, Cetus III, Antlia II,
and Boötes IV) are lower surface brightness than most
ultra-faint dwarfs discovered in the SDSS era, implying
that the current generation of surveys and search tech-
niques are sensitive to systems that were previously un-
detectable. Searches using compact spatial kernels and a
wider variety of stellar population ages and metallicities
have revealed diverse Milky Way substructures (Torre-
alba et al. 2019a), and precise proper motion informa-
tion for billions of nearby stars provided by Gaia has
enlarged the sample of extremely low-surface-brightness
satellites (Torrealba et al. 2019b).

Theoretical predictions for the smallest galaxies have
advanced hand in hand with observations. Since galaxy
formation is a nonlinear process, numerical simulations
have long been used to predict the population statis-
tics of these objects. Early simulations that resolved
dark matter substructure within Milky Way-mass halos
predicted far more surviving dark matter subhalos than
the number of observed satellites (Klypin et al. 1999;
Moore et al. 1999). This mismatch, dubbed the “missing
satellites problem,” simply reflects the fact that map-
ping subhalos in dark-matter-only simulations to ob-
served satellites is nontrivial. In particular, reionization
and stellar feedback drastically suppress dwarf galaxy

formation in low-mass halos (e.g., Bullock et al. 2000;
Somerville 2002; Brown et al. 2014), and tidal inter-
actions with the Galactic disk are expected to disrupt
a significant number of systems (e.g., Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2017; Kelley et al. 2019; Nadler et al. 2018). Semi-
empirical models that account for these e↵ects—along
with realistic satellite detection criteria—find that the
observed satellite population is consistent with cold, col-
lisionless dark matter (e.g., Kim et al. 2018; Jethwa et al.
2018; Newton et al. 2018; Nadler et al. 2019b,a; Bose
et al. 2019). Likewise, hydrodynamic simulations that
self-consistently model galaxy formation in a cosmologi-
cal context produce luminosity functions and radial dis-
tributions of satellites that are broadly consistent with
observations of the Milky Way system (e.g., Wetzel et al.
2016; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019; Samuel et al. 2020).
In concert, extremely high-resolution simulations of iso-
lated ultra-faint systems suggest that low-mass dwarfs
may be abundant (Wheeler et al. 2019).

Historically, the primary means of comparing Milky
Way satellite observations to simulations has been
through the total satellite luminosity function (i.e., the
total number of satellites within the virial radius of the
Milky Way halo as a function of satellite luminosity).
Typically, an observational selection function is built to
predict the detectability of a satellite as a function of
heliocentric distance, size, and luminosity. This type

Other tracers: GCs, Streams, Satellite Galaxies 

Drlica-Wagner et al. 2020

2.2. Computing Actions and Energy of the Halo Objects

To compute the orbits of the objects in our sample, we adopt
the Galactic potential model of McMillan (2017). This is a
static and axisymmetric model comprising a bulge, disk
components, and an NFW (Navarro–Frenk–White) halo. For
this potential model, the total galactic mass within the
galactocentric distance rgal < 20 kpc is 2.2! 1011Me, rgal <
50 kpc is 4.9! 1011Me, and rgal < 100 kpc is 8.1! 1011Me.
Another model that is often used to represent the Galactic
potential is MWPotential2014 of Bovy (2015), and this
model (on average) is !1.5 times lighter than the McMillan
(2017) model. For our study, we prefer the McMillan (2017)
model because (1) the predicted velocity curve of this model is
more consistent with the measurements of the Milky Way (e.g.,
Bovy 2020; Nitschai et al. 2021), and (2) we !nd that all halo
objects in this mass model possess E< 0 (i.e., their orbits are
bound); however, in the case of MWPotential2014 we infer
that 34 clusters and all the satellite galaxies possess E! 0 (i.e.,
their orbits are unbound). To set the McMillan (2017) potential
model and to compute (J, E) and other orbital parameters, we
make use of the galpy module (Bovy 2015). Moreover, to
transform the heliocentric phase-space measurements of the
objects into the Galactocentric frame (which is required for
computing orbits), we adopt the Sun’s Galactocentric distance

from Gravity Collaboration et al. (2018) and the Sun’s galactic
velocity from Reid et al. (2014) and Schonrich et al. (2010).
To compute the (J, E) values of globular clusters, we do the

following. For a given globular cluster, we sample 1000 orbits
using the mean and the uncertainty on its phase-space
measurement. For that particular cluster, this provides an (J,
E) distribution of 1000 data points, and this distribution
represents the uncertainty in the derived (J, E) value for that
cluster. Note that this (J, E) uncertainty, for a given cluster,
re"ects its uncertainty on the phase-space measurement. This
orbit-sampling procedure is repeated for all globular clusters,
and for each cluster we retain their respective (J, E)
distribution. This (J, E) distribution is a vital information,
and we subsequently use this while detecting the mergers (as
shown in Section 3). The resulting (J, E) distribution of all the
globular clusters is shown in Figure 2, where each object is
effectively represented by a distribution of 1000 points.
We analyze actions in cylindrical coordinates, i.e., in the J"

(JR, Jf, Jz) system, where Jf corresponds to the z component of
angular momentum (i.e., Jf" Lz) and negative Jf represents
prograde motion (i.e., rotational motion in the direction of the
Galactic disk). Similarly, components JR and Jz describe the
extent of oscillations in cylindrical radius and z directions,
respectively. Figure 2 shows these globular clusters in (1) the
“projected action space,” represented by a diagram of Jf/Jtotal

Figure 1. The Galactic maps showing phase-space measurements of n = 257 halo objects used in our study, namely 170 globular clusters (denoted by “star”
markers), 41 stellar streams (denoted by “dot” markers), and 46 satellite galaxies (denoted by “square” markers). From panel (a) to (d), these objects are colored by
their heliocentric distances (De), line-of-sight velocities (vlos), proper motion in the Galactic longitude direction ( !m*), and proper motion in the Galactic latitude
direction direction (!b), respectively. In panel (d), we only show streams with their names and do not plot other objects to avoid crowding.
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The biggest Splash: due to GSE
Consequences of accretions on MW

The biggest splash 3883
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Figure 1. Stars with 0.5 < |z|(kpc) < 3 in the plane of v! -[Fe/H]. Top row: first panel shows the logarithm of the stellar density. Second panel gives
column-normalized stellar density. Note the bimodality in the v! distribution at !1.5 < [Fe/H]< !0.7, where the high v! population is the Galactic disc, and
low v! population is the GS. Third panel shows the row-normalized stellar density. Note the chevron-like > pattern of the thin and thick discs (see the text for
details) as well as the very metal-rich population with low and/or negative v! . Fourth panel presents a schematic summary of the feature seen in the previous
panels. Middle row: first panel shows the radial velocity dispersion. Note a clear dichotomy between the accreted halo with [Fe/H] < !1 and v! < 100 km
s!1 seen in red here and the Galactic discs with [Fe/H ] > !1 and v! > 100 km s!1 seen in blue. The Splash stars (mostly green) with !0.7 < [Fe/H]!0.2
and v! < 100 km s!1 have radial velocity dispersion significantly higher than that of the disc but lower than the GS. Second panel gives the vertical velocity
dispersion. Third: mean instantaneous cylindrical radius. Compared to GS stars, the Splash is preferentially observed inside of the Solar radius. Fourth panel:
mean apocentric distance. Note a clear difference between the GS and Splash stars. Bottom row: first panels gives the median eccentricity. All stars with v!

< 100 km s!1 have e > 0.5. Second: mean zmax. Note a transition to much larger heights at v! " 100 km s!1 and !0.7 < [Fe/H] < !0.2. Third: median
"-abundance. The Splash ["/Fe] ratios are the highest at the corresponding metallicity and overlap with low-v! tail of the thick disc. Fourth: median stellar
age. The Splash stars are slightly younger than those in GS and overlap with the old age (and low v! ) tail of the thick disc.

Here, at the intermediate metallicity of [Fe/H] " !1.3 two distinct
modes can be seen, one with v! " 150 km s!1 corresponding to
the thick disc and one with v! " 0 km s!1 corresponding to the
stellar halo, more precisely to its dominant local component, the
GS (see Belokurov et al. 2018). The third panel in the top row of
Fig. 1 shows the row-normalized density in the space of v! and
[Fe/H], which reveals the typical metallicity for the given range
of azimuthal velocity. Starting from the highest values of v! and
going down, a bifurcated chevron-like >-sign feature is discernible,
corresponding to the ‘thin’ (upper portion of >) and the ‘thick’
(lower portion of >) discs (see also Lee et al. 2011). The ‘thin’ disc
stars show negative v! gradient as a function of metallicity. This
behaviour arises in the Solar neighbourhood for the same reason as
the so-called asymmetric drift. Stars with higher v! are those for
which their motion on the epicyclic ellipse adds to the motion of
the guiding centre – such stars have to come from Galactocentric

radii larger than Solar. Given the negative metallicity gradient in
the Galactic disc, these faster stars are also more metal-poor. The
‘thick’ disc shows an inverted v!–metallicity gradient. This is a
manifestation of the so-called Simpson–Yule paradox and is the
consequence of the inside-out disc formation (see Schönrich &
Mcmillan 2017; Kawata et al. 2018; Minchev et al. 2019).

At v! " 0 km s!1, the density runs without clear interruptions
across almost the entire range of metallicities. Note however, that
the number of stars with low or negative v! drops quickly at [Fe/H]
>!0.2. At large negative velocities, i.e. v! <!100 km s!1, an over-
density with !2 < [Fe/H] < !1.3 is visible, corresponding most
likely to the debris from the so-called Sequoia event (see Myeong
et al. 2019). Finally, the fourth and the last panels in the top row gives
the schematic representation of the main features described above.
The boundaries of the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ disc sequences wrap tightly
around the chevron >-sign feature seen in the previous panel, while
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Gaia Collaboration (Babusiaux, C. et al.): Gaia Data Release 2

Fig. 20. Gaia HRDs with kinematic selections based on the total velocity: panel a: Vtot < 50 km s�1 (275 595 stars), panel b: 70<Vtot < 180 km s�1

(116 198 stars), and panel c: Vtot > 200 km s�1 (4461 stars).

Fig. 21. Gaia HRDs with kinematic selections based on the tangential velocity: panel a: VT < 40 km s�1 (1 893 677 stars), panel b:
60<VT < 150 km s�1 (1 303 558 stars), and panel c: VT > 200 km s�1 (64 727 stars).

open and globular clusters and kinematically selected stellar
populations. The main sequence for nearby stars is extremely
thin, for field and cluster stars both, with a clear scattering
of double stars up to 0.75 magnitude visible above the main
sequence. Gaia DR2 provides a very unique view of the bot-
tom of the main sequence down to the brown dwarf regime,
including L-type and halo BDs. We also see the post-AGB stars
and the central stars of planetary nebulae, which follow the
expected tracks down to the white dwarf sequence, as well as
hot subdwarfs.

The split in the white dwarf sequence between hydrogen
and helium white dwarfs, which was first detected in the SDSS
colour–colour diagrams, is visible for the first time in an HRD,
with very thin sequences that agree with the strong peak of their
mass distribution around 0.6 M�.

Kinematic selections clearly show the change in HRDs
with stellar populations. It highlights the strong bimodality of

the HRD of the classical halo kinematic selection, and gives
evidence of two very different populations within this selection.

All the features in the Gaia HRDs chiefly agree in general
with the theoretical stellar evolution models. The differences
that are observed for the faintest brown dwarfs, the white dwarf
hydrogen/helium split, or the very fine structures of the open
cluster main sequences, for example, are expected to bring new
insight into stellar physics.

Numerous studies by the community are expected on the
Gaia HRD. For example, rare stages of evolution will be
extracted from the archive, together with more clusters, and
detailed comparisons with different stellar evolution models will
be made. The completeness of the data is a difficult question that
we did not discuss here, but that will be studied by the commu-
nity as it is a very important issue, in particular for determining
the local volume density and all the studies of the initial mass
function and stellar evolution lifetimes.
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Splash

Figure 4. Star formation histories of chemodynamical components in the Milky Way derived from MSTO ages at ! ! Z1 4 kpc. The accreted halo (metal-poor
stars on eccentric orbits; blue line) is older than the in situ halo (high-! stars on eccentric orbits; red line). The star formation history of the in situ halo is very similar
to that of high-! stars on disk-like, circular orbits (red dotted line). The MSTO stars above the Galactic plane show that the low-! disk forms last (orange dotted line),
although they are likely not representative of the global low-! population, which we expect continues forming stars at the present. The typical age uncertainty for a
single star is !1 Gyr, shown with an error bar below the legend, so the detected difference in the distribution of ages between the in situ and the accreted halo is
signi!cant.

Figure 5. Left panel: best-!t models for the age distribution of the accreted (blue, constant star formation rate) and the in situ halo (red, rising star formation history).
Right panel: best-!t star formation histories convolved with observational uncertainties (shaded) match the inferred distribution of ages for both the in situ and
accreted halo (solid lines). The inferred ages of local halo stars are consistent with an abrupt end of star formation !10 Gyr ago in the accreted halo and !2 Gyr later
in the in situ halo.
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How do we compare with other MW 
galaxies in the Local Volume?

• Out to ~11 Mpc


• Structure: S4G


• ISM and star formation: 
SINGS, THINGS, 
PHANGS, LEGUS


• Can be studied by 
HST/JWST/Roman and 
Subaru/Rubin 
Observatory.



Studying the stellar halos of nearby MW-
mass galaxies through resolved stars

GHOSTS: Monachesi et al. 2013

Pencil Beams with HST

PAndAS Survey:   Ibata et al. 2014

Wide-field ground-based surveys



Stellar halo metallicity-mass relationship

we combine these insights to ask the question: are galaxies’
merger histories and satellite populations connected? As the
vast majority of existing data has been obtained in MW-mass
systems, this is where we concentrate our efforts. In this section
we summarize the current state of the !eld regarding the
satellites (Section 2.1) and stellar halos (Section 2.2) of nearby
MW-mass galaxies.

2.1. The Diverse Satellite Population of MW-mass Galaxies

Tensions in the number and properties of observed MW
satellites, relative to model predictions—e.g., the “Missing
Satellites” and “Too Big to Fail” problems (Klypin et al. 1999;
Moore et al. 1999; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011)—constitute
some of the largest hurdles for the !CDM paradigm (e.g.,
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). Solutions to these problems
—often focusing on the impact of baryonic processes such as
reionization (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001) and stellar feedback
(e.g., Brooks et al. 2013)—have used the satellite population of
the MW as a benchmark. Just this one system has been used to
direct the scope of some of the most important problems in
galaxy formation.

Motivated by this lack of context, the !eld’s focus has
shifted to surveying the satellite populations of nearby MW-
analogs (i.e., central galaxies in the Local Volume with stellar
mass Må ! 3–20! 1010Me). Through a combination of wide-
!eld integrated light searches, targeted resolved star studies,
and spectroscopic surveys, these efforts have greatly enhanced
our understanding of satellite galaxy populations. In all, eight
MW-mass systems have now been surveyed to the depth of the
MW’s “classical” satellite population (MV ! " 9): the MW
and M31 (compiled by McConnachie 2012), M81 (compiled
by Karachentsev & Kudrya 2014), M101 (Danieli et al. 2017;
Bennet et al. 2019; Carlsten et al. 2019), Centaurus A
(Crnojevi! et al. 2019), M94 (Smercina et al. 2018), M83
(e.g., Müller et al. 2015, 2017; Carrillo et al. 2017), and M104
(Carlsten et al. 2021).

With this newfound access to a true sample of satellite
populations in MW-like galactic systems has come the
realization that these populations are incredibly diverse (Geha
et al. 2017; Smercina et al. 2018; Bennet et al. 2019; Carlsten
et al. 2021). This diversity, particularly the discovery of the
sparse satellite population around the “lonely giant” M94, is a
particularly powerful constraint on small-scale galaxy forma-
tion, including the low-mass end of the stellar mass–halo mass
(SMHM) relation (Smercina et al. 2018; Carlsten et al. 2021).
Figure 1 (left) shows the satellite V-band luminosity functions
(LFs) within 150 kpc projected galactic radius for the eight
MW-mass galaxies that have been studied down to MV ! " 9.
We note that most of the satellites in these eight systems now
have existing distance estimates (most from HST color–
magnitude diagrams) and therefore their line-of-sight (LOS)
distances can largely be constrained to within ±1Mpc of the
central galaxies, except in the cases of M101 and M104
(described below). Given this, we apply a 1Mpc constraint, in
addition to the 150 kpc projected radius, following Smercina
et al. (2018). This is important for the MW and M31 where we
take the projected satellite LFs, calculated from random LOSs
within each. Another notable consequence is that NGC 5253 is
excluded as an M83 satellite, due to its likely foreground
status.5

There has been signi!cant back-and-forth discussion in the
literature about M101!s satellite population, regarding which
satellite candidates are truly associated with M101 versus in the
background, as well as their integrated brightnesses (Müller
et al. 2017; Danieli et al. 2017; Bennet et al. 2019; Carlsten
et al. 2021). Bennet et al. (2019) determined that a number of
the satellites considered by Danieli et al. (2017) were actually
background objects, while Carlsten et al. (2021) added three
satellites (eight versus !ve) compared to Bennet et al. (2019),

Figure 1. Left: cumulative V-band satellite luminosity functions (LFs), within a projected 150 kpc galactic radius, for the eight MW-mass systems that are complete to
MV ! " 9 (i.e., “classical” satellites). Adapted from Smercina et al. (2018) and updated with recent work (see Table 1 for references). The LF for M104 is an average
of the upper- and lower-limit cases from Carlsten et al. (2021). Highlighted particularly well by the sparse satellite population of the “lonely giant” M94, these eight
systems showcase a broad diversity in the satellite populations of galaxies at the MW-mass scale. Right: the stellar halo mass–metallicity relation for the MW and 13
other nearby MW-mass galaxies, including the eight shown in the left panel. Total accreted mass (Må,accreted), estimated following Harmsen et al. (2017; see
Section 2.2), is plotted against metallicity measured at 30 kpc ([Fe/H]30 kpc). See Table 1 for references from which the data were compiled. An approximation of the
z = 0 stellar mass–metallicity relation (Gallazzi et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2013) is shown in blue for reference. The broad range of stellar halo properties displayed here
—three orders of magnitude in mass and nearly two in metallicity—primarily indicates a broad range in the most dominant mergers these galaxies have experienced.

5 Distances: 4.66 Mpc for M83 versus 3.55 Mpc for NGC 5253 (Extragalactic
Distance Database; Tully et al. 2013).
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Figure 2. CMDs for the Giant Stream (left) and the Warp (middle) fields, where selected isochrones and a ZAHB from the BaSTI library (Pietrinferni et al.
2004) are overlaid. The error bars show the mean photometric errors as a function of magnitude. The projected radial distances are indicated in each panel. The
contour levels correspond to [15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75] ! 103 stars mag"2. The black and blue lines in the right-hand panel show the location of the regions
(‘bundles’) and the boxes, respectively, used for the CMD-fitting (see Section 3.1), overplotted on the Warp CMD.

(2007) suggest that both the Western Shelf (see below) and the NE
Shelf might be debris from a forward wrap of the GSS progenitor.

(vii) The EC1_field samples a section of the diffuse Western
Shelf feature of the Northern minor axis, near the old extended
cluster EC1 (Tanvir et al. 2012). This vast structure was first studied
in detail by Fardal et al. (2012).

(viii) The GC6_field and Brown-disc sample portions of the outer
disc of M31.

(ix) The Giant Stream and Brown-stream fields probe the epony-
mous GSS of tidal debris falling into the far side of M31. Over
100 kpc in length (Ibata et al. 2007) this accretion event dominates
the inner halo of M31 and may be related to the North-Eastern and
Western Shelves.

(x) The two fields lying along the Southern minor axis, the Minor
Axis and Brown-spheroid, were chosen to probe the underlying halo
of M31. They were selected because it was initially believed that
they were free from substructure. However, subsequent wide-field
mapping as well as the analysis of Richardson et al. (2008) showed
that both fields are significantly contaminated by GSS material.

2.2 Photometry and artificial star tests

For homogeneity with the analysis presented in Bernard et al.
(2012), we redid the photometry and artificial star tests follow-
ing identical methods.2 The only difference here is the point spread
functions (PSFs) that were used. Due to a bug in the CALACS
processing pipeline, the pixels affected by cosmic rays were not
flagged in the data quality arrays, which complicated the creation

2 The photometric catalogue, artificial star tests and output of the SFH
calculations for each field are available on request to the authors.

of the model PSF for each ACS chip image. Instead, we created
PSFs by stacking the 8 (12) images in F606W (F814W) of the Warp
field data of Bernard et al. (2012) and selecting over 200 isolated
stars per stacked image. The residuals in the PSF-subtracted images
obtained with these PSFs are significantly smaller than when using
PSFs created from the images affected by cosmic rays.

The stellar photometry was carried out on the individual expo-
sures with the standard DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR/ALLFRAME suite of programs
(Stetson 1994). The catalogues were then corrected for foreground
reddening using the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998); no
further correction was necessary since the resulting CMDs showed
no evidence of differential reddening. They were also cleaned of
non-stellar objects by applying cuts on the photometric parameters
given by ALLFRAME, namely the photometric uncertainty (! # 0.3)
and the sharpness, describing how much broader the profile of the
object appears compared to the profile of the PSF (|SHARP| # 0.3).
Finally, we converted the observed CMDs to absolute magnitudes
– as needed to calculate the SFH – using the approximate distance
obtained from the mean magnitude of the red clump (RC) stars.
We emphasize the fact that the SFH calculations do not require a
precise distance, as the algorithm minimizes the impact of the dis-
tance uncertainties by shifting the observed CMD with respect to
the synthetic CMD to find the best solution.

Sample CMDs are shown in the left and middle panels of
Fig. 2, where isochrones and a zero-age horizontal-branch (ZAHB)
from the BaSTI stellar evolution library (Pietrinferni et al. 2004)
have been overplotted. The typical exposure times per pointing of
$2400 s in F606W and $5200 s in F814W allowed us to obtain a
signal-to-noise ratio %3 over three magnitudes fainter than the HB
and RC, i.e. comparable to the luminosity of a 12.5 Gyr old MSTO.
The CMD of the Warp, shown in the middle panel of Fig. 2, is one
magnitude shallower than the CMD based on the full (i.e. 10 orbits)
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the Giant Stream.

global metallicity following the recent burst was already observed
in our SFH of the Warp obtained from the full depth data, where
we have shown that it is not an artefact of the method (Bernard
et al. 2012, see also Brown et al. 2006). In contrast, the AMR of the
stream-like fields reveals a more rapid chemical enrichment, from
[Fe/H] ! "1 to solar metallicity before 5 Gyr ago.

The difference in AMRs is also reflected in the predicted present-
day metallicity distribution functions (MDFs). Fig. 9 shows the
MDFs of stars brighter than M814 < "1.5 (i.e. F814W !233) that
are still alive today according to the best-fitting SFHs for each
field. The MDFs were obtained by selecting the bright stars from
the solution CMDs (panel e in, e.g. Fig. 3), for which we know
the individual age and metallicity. We find that the MDF of the
disc-like fields has a bell-shape peaking at [Fe/H] ! "0.2, with
very few low-metallicity stars. On the other hand, the stream-like
MDF is significantly flatter, and although increases smoothly it has
no clear peak. The fact that considerable stars are present in the
highest metallicity bin available in our models may indicate that
even more metal-rich stars are present in the GSS.

Finally, the ‘composite’ fields display a variety of behaviours
which do not fit easily into either disc-like or stream-like categories,

3 This is roughly the magnitude limit at which spectroscopy of individual
stars can be carried out with the current generation of 8-m telescopes and
instruments.

consistent with them being a complicated mixture of both. The SFH
of the Brown-spheroid field is more akin to those of the stream-like
fields, while the three other composite fields more resemble the disc-
like fields. Their SFRs (Fig. 6) and MDFs (Fig. 9) are intermediate
between those of the stream-like and disc-like fields, while their
AMRs are closer to the latter fields. It is likely that these fields
sample regions where material stripped from the GSS progenitor is
mixed together with material from the perturbed thin disc, or that
the GSS progenitor contained gradients in its stellar populations.
For example, if the progenitor was a disc galaxy (e.g. Fardal et al.
2008) it would have shed different populations (corresponding to
mixtures of bulge, disc and halo stars) as it dissolved in its orbit
around M31. We do not discuss these fields further and instead
focus on the prominent differences between disc-like and stream-
like fields and what they imply for the origin and nature of the
underlying populations.

4 D ISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

4.1 Comparison with literature results

The average metallicities of all the fields, shown in Table 2, lie in the
range "0.5 ! [Fe/H] ! "0.3. This is in good agreement with the
previous photometric and spectroscopic studies probing the outer
disc and inner halo of M31, as well as the GSS (e.g. Mould &
Kristian 1986; Durrell, Harris & Pritchet 1994; Holland, Fahlman
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Bernard et al. 2015

Giant Stream in M31 ~1 Mpc

Fig. 4.—Comparison between our final photometric catalog and the photometry done on a subset of flat-fielded, but not drizzled, images.

Fig. 5.—Left panel: F606W-F814W vs. F606W CMD calibrated to VEGAmag HST system. Right panel: F606W-F814W vs. F814W CMD calibrated to
VEGAmag HST system. Overplotted are RGB fiducials derived from the ACS observations with the same filters by Bedin et al. (2005). [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

NGC 5128 (Rejkuba et al. 2005)

No. 2, 2010 DEEP HST/ACS PHOTOMETRY OF THE M81 HALO 1121

Figure 3. M81 halo CMD showing the loci used to define our RGB sample. The
12.6 Gyr Girardi et al. (2002) Z = 0.0001 (left) and Z = 0.004 (right) models
have been shifted outward by 0.05 mag to account for photometric spread. The
models were also shifted via a distance modulus (m ! M)F814W = 27.95, and
reddened by E(F606W ! F814W ) = 0.08.

Figure 4. mF814W LF for all stars between the RGB loci in Figure 4. No
corrections for photometric incompleteness have been made, nor have any
(small) foreground star contributions been removed. The uncertainties are
simply the

"
N statistics for the objects detected in each 0.075 mag bin.

The dashed line at mF814W = 28.79 denotes the 50% completeness level of
the photometry. The solid line at mF814W = 24.00 represents the location of the
RGB tip.

this color and magnitude range belong to M81. We will explore
these populations in more detail in the upcoming sections.

4. DISTANCE TO M81

4.1. The RGB Luminosity Function

We determine the luminosity function (LF) of the RGB stars
in our field by defining an “RGB zone” and thereby excluding
stars far from the RGB sequence. We use the Z = 0.0001 and
Z = 0.004 models of Girardi et al. (2002) to provide a general
guide to the shape of the RGB in both color and luminosity,
after first making the models redder and bluer by 0.05 mag to
accommodate photometric uncertainties; see Figure 3. However,
we explicitly include stars brighter than the TRGB, likely to be
AGB stars, by allowing a larger range of magnitudes than the
model predictions.

Figure 5. Top panel shows a smoothed LF formed by co-adding the Gaussian
representation of stars in our RGB subsample (see the text). The bottom panel
is the result of applying the Sobel edge-detection algorithm. The peak at
mF814W TRGB = 24.00 ± 0.02 (internal error only) is the most likely location of
the RGB tip.

In Figure 4, we show the mF814W LF of the RGB in our field
for those objects in the extraction region with 22 < mF814W <

28, with a bin width of 0.08, and uncertainties given by
"

N .
We do not make a correction for foreground stars, because we
found in Section 3 that these are very sparse in this direction.
The RC is clearly present at mF814W # 27.8; we will return to
this feature in Section 5.

4.2. Tip of the Red Giant Branch

In order to interpret our CMD further, we need to know the
distance to M81. Here, we determine the distance from TRGB
in the I band, which has proven to be an excellent distance
indicator for metal-poor, old stellar populations (e.g., Lee et al.
1993; Sakai et al. 1996; Ferrarese et al. 2000; Bellazzini et al.
2001; McConnachie et al. 2004; Mouhcine et al. 2005). Visual
inspection of our CMD shows a transition in the number counts
at mF814W # 24.0, albeit with a small number of stars. While
a small number of stars in the upper part of the RGB (there are
#110 in our CMD) can lead to a possible systematic bias in
the determination of ITRGB, Madore & Freedman (1995) have
shown that with at least #100 stars in the top magnitude of the
RGB (as is the case for our LF), such biases are expected to be
small.

To derive a quantitative estimate of the location of the RGB
tip, we have employed the Sobel edge-detection filter (Sakai
et al. 1996) in order to find the strongest discontinuity in the
bright part of our LF in Figure 4 (for the relatively small
number of stars in the upper RGB, this simple edge-detection
method should suffice for our purposes). Each object in the LF is
modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a dispersion equal to the
expected photometric error. We use the dispersion in the mean
of the individual DOLPHOT magnitudes as our photometric
error. The resulting LF !(m) is plotted at the top of Figure 5.
To determine the location of the RGB tip, we applied to this LF

M81 (Durrell et al. 2010)

~3.5 Mpc
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Figure 4. The color-magnitude diagrams for NGC 253, NGC 891 and M81, for the ‘minor axis’, ‘major axis’ and substructure regions
for each galaxy (Table 1). The red (lower) box outlines the selection cuts for RGB stars, the blue (upper) box outlines the cuts for
AGB stars. The dotted/dashed line is the TRGB, and the white/black line marks the 70% completeness limits as determined by the
artificial star tests. Only detections that passed photometric culls outlined in Radburn-Smith et al. (2011) and Monachesi et al. (2016a)
are shown. One of the fields in NGC 3031’s halo is substantially deeper than the rest (from Durrell et al. 2010), thus reaching unusually
faint magnitudes, which can be seen in the Minor Axis panel.

Galaxy log(NAGB/NRGB) Inferred t90 (Gyr) Stellar Mass Stellar Halo Mass

NGC 253 Inner Halo Shelf Major Axis Inner Halo Shelf Major Axis

�1.16+0.04
�0.03 �1.04+0.11

�0.20 �1.01+0.08
�0.07 6.2± 1.5 4.9+2.4

�2.1 4.5± 1.7 5.5± 1.4⇥ 1010 4.5+0.5
�0.3 ⇥ 109

NGC 891 Inner Halo Tidal Stream Major Axis Inner Halo Tidal Stream Major Axis

�1.22+0.05
�0.07 �0.99+0.05

�0.04 �0.96± 0.04 6.9± 1.6 4.0± 1.5 4.2± 1.5 5.3± 1.3⇥ 1010 2.68+0.22
�0.16 ⇥ 109

M81 Minor Axis Major Axis Minor Axis Major Axis

�1.65+0.21
�0.41 �1.10+0.20

�0.24 11.8± 4.0 5.3± 2.5 5.6± 1.4⇥ 1010 1.14+0.11
�0.07 ⇥ 109

Table 2. The AGB/RGB ratio for the di↵erent regions of our selected galaxies, along with inferred t90 values for each of those regions.
The total stellar mass and estimated total stellar halo masses (in solar masses) of galaxies are also given for the reader’s convenience,
following Harmsen et al. (2017).

4.4 General Trends

While the three galaxies clearly di↵er in their properties,
there are some general trends that are hinted at by the data.
Firstly, bright AGB stars exist in all three stellar halos, in-
dicating that all halos have contributions from non-ancient

stellar populations. There is a general tendency towards the
minor axis inner halo to have the lowest AGB/RGB ratio —
this is seen in all galaxies, but in some cases with very limited
significance. Substructure fields have higher AGB/RGB ra-
tios, generally consistent (in the case of NGC 253 and NGC
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Figure 7. Left four panels: Observed Local Group dwarf galaxy CMDs, arranged by inferred t90. Stars that would be selected by our
RGB and AGB cuts are highlighted in blue and red respectively. Again, three RGB isochrones are shown for illustrative purposes, at
[M/H] = �1.5,�1,�0.5, from left to right (blue, green, orange). In the right-most panel, we show the observed values of AGB/RGB
ratio as a function of t90 for galaxies from the Local Group (in black with upper limits in gray) and from the Local Volume (in blue). An
orange region roughly spans the relationship shown by models from Fig. 6. The red line shows the best-fit model (linear fit plus intrinsic
scatter) of t90 as a function of log10(NAGB/NRGB) which we use to estimate t90 values on the basis of our measurements of AGB/RGB
ratio.

cially the region bluewards of the RGB) appears to be much
more similar to galaxies with more prominent intermedi-
ate age and young populations than the SFH from Weisz
et al. (2011) would indicate, instead appearing more simi-
lar to galaxies with SFHs similar to that presented in Weisz
et al. (2008). These points are shown in blue in Fig. 7. These
galaxies tend towards much lower values of t90 and higher
AGB/RGB ratios than the Local Group sample, populating
that part of the relation but not adding to the set of galaxies
with older t90 > 6Gyr.

While the uncertainties are considerable, the observa-
tions follow a similar trend to the models, but with more
scatter than the models would naively indicate, with fac-
tors of five or more variation in AGB/RGB ratio correlating
with inferred t90. This scatter may stem from unrecognized
uncertainties in AGB/RGB ratio estimation, reflect SFH un-
certainties, or may reflect modest shortcomings in the (chal-
lenging) modeling of the lifetimes, colours and magnitudes
of the extremely bright and short-lived stars that we in-
vestigate. We choose to parameterize the variation of t90

as a function of observed log10(NAGB/NRGB) by fitting a
straight line (where the log10(NAGB/NRGB) is taken as the
independent variable), shown in red in Fig. 7. We assume
that the t90 is drawn from a Gaussian distribution function
around t90,expect:

P (t90) =
1p
2⇡�t

e

�
(t90�t90,expect)

2

2�2
t , (1)

where �t is the intrinsic scatter of t90 for a given observed
AGB/RGB ratio. The value t90,expect is assumed to vary
linearly with log10(NAGB/NRGB):

t90,expect = t90,�1 + ↵(log10(NAGB/NRGB)� 1), (2)

where t90,�1 is the expected t90 at log10(NAGB/NRGB) =
�1, and ↵ is the slope of the relation. We fit this using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitting using uninformative pri-
ors, finding 68% confidence intervals of t90,�1 = 4.4 ± 0.3,
↵ = �11.3 ± 1.6, and �t = 1.45 ± 0.18Gyr. In what fol-
lows, we will base inferences about stellar halo SFHs on this

fitted relation between t90 and log10(NAGB/NRGB), includ-
ing the contribution of the intrinsic/unmodeled scatter �t in
quadrature, noting that similar results would hold if model
calibrations were used (albeit with smaller intrinsic scatter).

5.3 Older well-mixed halos and younger
substructure

With insight from models and observations from Local
Group galaxies in hand, we can now start to interpret the
AGB/RGB ratios in the stellar halos of NGC 253, NGC
891 and M81, and explore the implications of the spatial
variations that we see in AGB/RGB ratio in those galaxies.
Observed values of AGB/RGB ratio were used to inform
t90, sampling from the posterior distribution of the best-
fit log10(NAGB/NRGB) vs. t90 relation, accounting for �t by
adding it in quadrature to the inferred error bars. We present
inferred t90 values and their 68% confidence intervals in Ta-
ble 2. We present values for the well-mixed inner haloes of
the three galaxies and the major axes of each galaxy. The
major axis of M81 contains tidal debris from M82’s ongo-
ing disruption, and the fields within which we can measure
AGB/RGB ratio are dominated by that tidal debris (see
also Harmsen et al. 2017 and Smercina et al. 2020). We also
present inferred t90 values for NGC 253’s 30 kpc shell (Greg-
gio et al. 2014) and NGC 891’s stellar stream (Mouhcine
et al. 2010).

Turning first to the minor axis inner stellar halo mea-
surements (which we take to represent the well-mixed parts
of their halos), we find that the AGB/RGB ratios (and in-
ferred t90 values) of the inner halos are too high to be consis-
tent with ancient stellar populations for NGC 253 and NGC
891 (6.2Gyr and 6.9Gyr, with around 1.5Gyr uncertainty
on each value; Table 2). M81 has weaker constraints, with a
poorly-measured age 11.8 ± 4.0Gyr that is consistent with
ancient stellar populations. These values suggest growth of
NGC 253’s and NGC 891’s well-mixed halo components un-
til at least z ⇠ 1, ⇠ 7Gyr ago.

M81, in contrast, has a poorly-measured AGB/RGB
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ratio on its well-mixed minor axis implying that it has
t90 > 8Gyr. M81’s halo has an existing age measurement
in a single deep field (Durrell et al. 2010; see Williams et al.
2009 for a deep SFH measurement of M81’s outer disc),
where a mean age of 9±2Gyr was derived from the color of
the RGB, the brightness of the RGB bump, and the bright-
ness of the red clump. This independent measure of mean
age lends credibility to the less precise AGB/RGB-derived
estimate of t90. Interestingly, M81 joins the Milky Way as
a galaxy whose dominant accretion event, giving rise to its
well-mixed stellar halo, appears to be relatively ancient (e.g.,
Gallart et al. 2019).

Yet, in all three galaxies, there are regions of the halo
with higher AGB/RGB ratio that indicate that important
amounts of accretion have continued well after that time.
The AGB/RGB ratios log10(NAGB/NRGB) ⇠ �1.04+0.11

�0.20 in
NGC 253’s overdense shell region (Greggio et al. 2014) and
major axis fields suggest t90 values of roughly 5Gyr ago,
rather younger than NGC 253’s well-mixed halo. NGC 891’s
prominent tidal streams (Mouhcine et al. 2010) and ma-
jor axis have log10(NAGB/NRGB) ⇠ �1.0 indicating t90 ⇠
4Gyr. In NGC 891’s case, the RGB map from Mouhcine
et al. (2010), shown also in Fig. 3, suggests that the major
axis GHOSTS fields appear to overlap with debris/wraps of
the tidal streams. In the case of M81, the tidal debris from
M82’s accretion (see e.g., Okamoto et al. 2015; Smercina
et al. 2020) along M81’s major axis has a relatively low
AGB/RGB ratio, log10(NAGB/NRGB) = �1.10+0.20

�0.24, cor-
responding to t90 ⇠ 5Gyr. This is younger than the rest of
M81’s halo.

Qualitatively, these measurements demonstrate that
dynamically-young debris from more recent accretions that
has not had time to phase-mix into a smoother halo also
show signs of younger stellar populations. Quantitatively, t90
has complexities in its interpretation. At the very least, Fig.
7 shows t90 ⇠ 1Gyr for systems with ongoing SF (as ex-
pected); t90 is always an upper limit to when SF shuts o↵
in a system. There are other, more di�cult to circumvent
challenges, however. For example — our t90 measurements
for the M81 group major axis reflects the star formation
history of the (previously) very outer parts of M82, and in-
cludes the impacts of pre-existing age gradients and imprints
of the time at which star formation ceased as the stars were
pulled from M82. Similar issues may complicate the quan-
titative interpretation of t90 estimates for NGC 253’s shell
and NGC 891’s streams.

5.4 Comparison with stellar halos from
cosmologically-motivated models of galaxy
formation

This work provides two additional constraints on the star
formation history of the stellar halos of Milky Way-mass
galaxies in the Local Volume, bringing the number of galax-
ies with useful constraints on when star formation stopped in
their halos to six: (left to right in Fig. 8) M81 (Durrell et al.
2010), the MW (Gallart et al. 2019), NGC 891 and NGC 253
(this work). In the case of M31 we adopt a t90 = 2.5±0.5Gyr
given that the last significant episode of inner stellar halo
star formation spans 2–3Gyr ago (Brown et al. 2006a, as
visualized in Fig. 1c of D’Souza & Bell 2018a). We include a
t90 = 2.5±0.5Gyr estimate for the stellar halo of NGC 5128

Figure 8. The t90 of the accreted component of Milky Way-mass
galaxies from the TNG-50 simlulation is shown as a function of
their total accreted mass (red). Overlaid in black are estimates of
t90 for six observed systems: (left to right) M81, the Milky Way,
NGC 891, NGC 253, M31 and Cen A.

(Centaurus A) — an elliptical galaxy — given the claim from
Rejkuba et al. (2022) of a significant mass of stars formed
2-3Gyr ago from both AGB stars within ⇠ 30 kpc (using a
similar method to our own; Rejkuba et al. 2022) and CMD
modeling of a deep outer field (Rprojected = 38 kpc) of NGC
5128 (Rejkuba et al. 2011). These fields are su�ciently dis-
tant from the center of Cen A that both Rejkuba et al.
(2011) and we assume that these halo populations primarily
reflect the SFH of the Cen A’s accreted stellar population.
We show these estimates in Fig. 8 as a function of total stel-
lar halo mass (from Harmsen et al. 2017 for M81, NGC 891
and NGC 253; from Deason et al. 2019 for the MW; from
D’Souza & Bell 2018a for M31, and from D’Souza & Bell
2018b for NGC 5128).

It is clear that the t90 values for this small observed
sample of halos tends towards younger ages for higher stel-
lar halo masses. Pearson’s correlation coe�cient for these
six galaxies is r = �0.94, corresponding to a 0.5% chance
of these six points being drawn from an uncorrelated par-
ent dataset by chance alone. While important amounts of
late-time halo formation and assembly do not fit well with
extrapolations of the intuition developed with our own stel-
lar halo (e.g., Kalirai 2012; Gallart et al. 2019), ongoing
assembly of halos, particularly massive ones, is an expecta-
tion of cosmological models of galaxy formation (D’Souza &
Bell 2018b,a). We choose to illustrate this by measuring t90

values for the accreted components of MW-mass simulated
galaxies from the TNG-50 simulation.

TNG-50 (Pillepich et al. 2018, 2019) simulates a large
cosmological volume (51.7 Mpc on a side) with high resolu-
tion (300 pc softening length for the collisionless particles),
enabling the analysis of the detailed properties of accreted
stellar halos. We selected 183 systems with stellar masses
5⇥1010M� to 15⇥1010M� without regard to galaxy mor-
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Cosmological Models-I

5308 R. D’Souza and E. F. Bell

Figure 11. Top panel: the distribution of accreted stellar masses for galaxies
with DM halo masses, 12.05 ! logMDM ! 12.15. The accreted stellar mass
of the MW is indicated (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016, following Bell
et al. 2008) and is at the lower end of the distribution of MW-mass galaxies,
hinting to a quiet accretion history. Bottom panel: the stellar mass of the
dominant progenitor as a function of the accreted stellar mass, colour coded
by the time of accretion of the progenitor, where red signifies early accretions
at high redshift and blue signifies a dominant accretion close to the present
day. The dashed line shows fracDom = 1; galaxies below this line have
fracDom < 1. In general, larger progenitors are accreted much later in time.

Illustris simulations have a much steeper galaxy metallicity–stellar
mass relationship with hardly any time evolution.

In a narrow DM halo mass range, the accreted stellar components
of these galaxies show a rich diversity in accreted stellar mass. The
top panel of Fig. 11 shows the distribution of accreted stellar masses
for MW-like mass galaxies. We note that the measured accreted
stellar mass of the MW puts it at the tail end of the distribution of
accreted stellar mass, highlighting its unusual accretion history.

The bottom panel of Fig. 11 quantifies the relationship between
the stellar mass of the dominant progenitor to the accreted stel-
lar mass for MW-like mass galaxies, colour coded with the time
of accretion of the dominant progenitor. The dashed line shows
fracDom = 1; galaxies below this line have fracDom < 1. Galaxies
with smaller accreted stellar mass have significantly smaller domi-
nant progenitors (smaller fracDom), consistent with the idea that their
accreted stellar component was built up through a number of accre-
tion events. Given galaxies of a similar DM halo mass, there exists a
scattered correlation between fracDom and the accreted stellar mass
with a significant scatter, consistent with the results of Deason et al.
(2016) and Amorisco (2017b).

For galaxies of similar DM halo mass, the dominant progenitors
of galaxies with lower fracDom are accreted earlier in time, while
larger dominant progenitors are accreted later in time (as seen in
Fig. 11). While there exists a correlation between the mass of the
dominant progenitor and the time of its accretion, there is a consid-
erable scatter in the relationship.

Figure 12. Top Panel: fracDom as a function of [Fe/H]diff for MW-like
mass galaxies. Bottom Panel: fracDom as a function of the accreted stellar
mass colour coded by [Fe/H]diff for MW-like mass galaxies. We also cal-
culate the Pearson Correlation coefficient (r) for the two relationships. The
best predictor of fracDom of MW-like mass galaxies is the accreted stellar
metallicity at a fixed accreted stellar mass.

Additional information is needed to break the degeneracy be-
tween fracDom and the time of accretion in order to infer the stellar
mass and the time of accretion of the dominant progenitor. This in-
formation may be contained in the other physical properties of the
accreted stellar component (including its morphology), to which we
turn to in Section 5.1.

Even with the additional constraint of the DM halo mass of the
galaxy, it is instructive to ask which quantity, the accreted stellar
mass or the accreted stellar metallicity, is most informative about
fracDom. In Fig. 12, we plot fracDom as a function of the accreted stel-
lar mass and [Fe/H]diff. From the Pearson correlation coefficients,
we confirm that the accreted stellar metallicity (or [Fe/H]diff) is
more informative about fracDom than the accreted stellar mass for
MW-like mass galaxies. This is consistent with the results found in
Section 4 at a fixed accreted stellar mass.

To set further constraints on fracDom, it is best to compare MW-
like mass galaxies at a fixed accreted stellar mass. We do this
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 12, where we plot fracDom as a
function of the accreted stellar mass colour coded by [Fe/H]diff.
We see that at a given accreted stellar mass, fracDom correlates
with [Fe/H]diff allowing us to distinguish galaxies according to
the mass of their dominant progenitor. The best predictor of
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Supplementary Figure 4: The contribution of the dominant accreted progenitor to the 

accreted stellar halo. We plot the fraction of stellar mass contributed by the dominant 

progenitor to the total accreted stellar component (fracDom) for M31-mass galaxies for the 

Illustris (blue) and C13 (orange) simulations. The green shaded region indicates M31 analogues 

(log Macc > 10.3). The solid and dashed black horizontal lines show the median and 10/90 

percentile of the distribution of fracDom for Illustris M31 analogues. 
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Profiles and Gradients
Cosmological models-II

1432 A. Monachesi et al.

Figure 11. Colour profiles of each individual galaxy using all the fields along the minor (blue dots), intermediate (black dots), and major (red dots) axis of
the galaxy. The median colours are calculated using RGB stars selected in a certain magnitude bin such that stars are below the TRGB and above 50 per cent
or 70 per cent completeness. The magnitude range from which the median colours are calculated varies from galaxy to galaxy and the faintest magnitude
considered is indicated in Table 1. We note that due to the incompleteness of our data at the red end of the NGC 7814 CMDs, the median colours obtained for
NGC 7814 are a lower limit of the actual values. Errorbars indicate uncertainties on the median value calculated by bootstrapping the stars sample as well as
systematic uncertainties due to calibration. The dashed line at colour = 1.18 represents the average colour profile of the 11 B&J stellar halo model realizations,
which lacks a colour gradient (see Section 6.2 and Monachesi et al. 2013 for details about comparing with the models). Purple dots in the profiles of NGC
0235, NGC 0891, and NGC 3031 indicate fields with detected halo substructure discussed in Section 6.3.

stellar halo colour gradients whereas the remaining three galaxies
(NGC 0253, NGC 3031, and NGC 4945) have rather flat colour pro-
file. However, it is interesting to note that both NGC 0891 and NGC
4565 show a jump, i.e. a redder colour, in the minor axis colour
profile at approximately 38 kpc, which may be related to substruc-
ture in these galaxies likely either in the form of a stellar stream or
shell. It is also interesting that both major and minor axes profiles
increase colour in NGC 891 at roughly that same radius suggesting
it is a massive feature, whereas the major axis colour profile in
NGC 4565 stays flat while the minor axis decreases over a consid-
erable distance range. We recall that NGC 4565 has a large disc,
with a scalelength of 5.5 kpc (van der Kruit 1984), which may in-
fluence the colour profile at larger radii on the major axis. Several
stellar streams have been detected in NGC 0891 by Mouhcine et al.
(2010, see Section 6.3); however, the redder colour at !40 kpc
cannot be due to any of those streams since their observed field

reaches !28 kpc from the galactic centre along the minor axis.
Our GHOSTS measurements show that there is little population
gradient in the stellar haloes of half of the massive disc galaxies
in our sample out to !60 kpc and half of the galaxies show strong
population gradients in their outskirts. We are confident that either
gradient or flat behaviour in the colour profiles presented in Fig. 12
are not driven by the disc but rather indicate an actual halo property,
due to the above-mentioned selection of stars to obtain the stellar
halo profiles.

In Fig. 13, we show the stellar halo colour profiles of all the galax-
ies together, where we can see the diversity in the colour profiles
of massive disc galaxies. The right-hand panel shows the median
colours as a function of radius in units of effective radius. This
normalizes the differences in galaxy’s sizes which may make the
comparison between galaxy to galaxy more fair. We note, however,
that the effective radius is a major axis/disc property, and may have
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Supplementary Figure 2: Estimating the metallicity of the total accreted stellar component 

of M31 using the minor axis metallicity gradient of its stellar halo along the minor axis. 

This plot has been adapted from the SPLASH survey and has been reproduced with permission 

from the authors32. The black line is the photometric metallicity gradient assuming a stellar 

population with an age of 10 Gyr and [α/Fe]=0.0. The red and blue lines represent variations in 

the photometric metallicity gradient by allowing for a higher [α/Fe] (~0.3) and a younger stellar 

population (age ~ 5 Gyr) respectively. The dotted-dashed line represents the spectroscopic 

metallicity gradient derived from the CaT lines. Assuming that the outer stellar halo contains 

older populations, while the inner stellar halo is made up of intermediate-age populations33, the 

green line and the accompanying shaded region represents our best-estimate along with the 

confidence limits (statistical errors) of the metallicity of M31’s outer stellar halo.  The intercept 

of the green line at R=0 gives the estimated metallicity of M31’s total accreted stellar 

component. M32’s metallicity and its uncertainty are also indicated by the horizontal blue line 

and its accompanying shaded region.  
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5310 R. D’Souza and E. F. Bell

Figure 14. The diversity of the accreted stellar component of MW-like mass galaxies: The 3D half-mass radius, the power-law density slope, and the metallicity
gradient along the minor axis of the accreted stellar component as a function of the accreted stellar metallicity for MW-like mass galaxies. The galaxies are
colour coded by the time of accretion of the dominant progenitor, where red signifies early accretions at high redshift and blue signifies a dominant accretion
close to the present day. The physical size, the surface mass density slope as well as the metallicity gradient encodes information about the time of accretion
of the dominant progenitor.

Figure 15. For MW-like mass galaxies with accreted stellar metallicites (!1 < [Fe/H]acc < !0.8), we plot the correlations between the time of accretion
of the dominant progenitor and logMacc, R50 acc, !acc min as well as the stellar metallicity gradient of the accreted component along the minor axis. We also
calculate the Pearson Correlation coefficient (r) for the relationships. The physical size, the surface mass density slope as well as the metallicity gradient of the
accreted stellar component encodes information about the time of accretion of the most dominant progenitor, while the mass of the accreted stellar component
contains no information about the time of accretion.

stellar mass is a poor predictor of the time of accretion consistent
with Fig. 11. We also note that the presence of time evolution in the
galaxy metallicity–stellar mass relationship will further affect the
metallicity gradients. This effect cannot be studied in the Illustris
simulation.

On the other hand, spatial information encoded in the physical
properties of the accreted stellar component contains little informa-
tion about fracDom. In Fig. 16, we demonstrate that for a narrow
accreted stellar mass range (9.5 < logMacc < 9.7 for MW-like mass
galaxies), fracDom correlates most with [Fe/H]diff in comparison to
other indicators involving spatial information. This confirms that
the spatial physical properties of the accreted stellar halo contained

in the power-law density slope and metallicity gradient cannot con-
straint fracDom alone.

5.2 Summary

In general, we have demonstrated that it is possible to constrain the
characteristics of the dominant progenitor in terms of its stellar mass
as well as the time of its accretion. The accreted stellar metallicity
can best constrain the mass of the dominant progenitor, while the
physical spatial information of the accreted stellar component can
best constrain the time of accretion of the dominant progenitor.
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1.

1. M32 [Fe/H] ~ -0.1

2.

2.

Inner Spheroid  [Fe/H] ~ -0.5

3.

3.

Giant Stream [Fe/H] ~ -0.3

Monachesi et al. 2012

Bernard et al. 2015

Bernard et al. 2015

Deciphering M31’s merger - I

D’Souza et al. 2018b



Deciphering M31’s merger-II

M31 merged with a progenitor of M32 (M32p) ~2 Gyr ago. 
I.e., a galaxy half the size of the MW. Log (M*) ~ 10.3

D’Souza et al. 2018b



M32p analogues in the local  Universe 
S4G survey out to 24 Mpc

D’Souza et al. 2018b



Consequences of the merger in M31

PHAT: Williams et al. 2017

Global burst of Star formation in M31:

~2 Gyr ago

latter would produce a superposition of two distributions: a
narrow central distribution with a wide tail to one side.

Here we test the symmetry of the velocity distribution of
low-and high-dispersion patches in the RGB age bin. We repeat
the same process for the other three bins.

We !rst split the RGB velocity !eld into nonoverlapping
square pixels, 1 kpc on a side. Then, for each pixel, we zero and
normalize the velocity distribution by subtracting the mean and
scaling by the standard deviation of velocities within that pixel:
= -x v v v( ) std( ). We now stack all of the scaled velocity

distributions x. If the local LOSVD were always Gaussian, the
stacked distribution would be a unit normal symmetric
about x = 0.

Figure 15 compares the scaled, stacked velocity distributions
and a unit normal for RGB stars in pixels with lower
dispersions (less than 100 km s!1; top panel) and higher
dispersions (bottom panel). The velocity distributions are

skewed to negative velocities, which is toward M31!s systemic
velocity on this redshifted side of M31!s disk. The stacked
distribution composed of the low-dispersion pixels is nearly
symmetric about zero. However, the high-dispersion velocity
distribution is skewed: while its mean is at x = 0 by

Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, for the RGB stars in the two metallicity bins from
Figure 10. The top panel includes all stars, whereas the bottom panel only
includes stars in the Brick 9 region. The metal-rich population is dynamically
colder on average, and its dispersion is higher on the B9 region than off.

Figure 12. Comparison of dispersion vs. age relations for M31 and the MW
solar neighborhood. Large squares: age–dispersion relation for four M31 age
bins. Ages are the mean ages from the simulated CMD; dispersions are the
mean values from Figure 9. Large solid squares and large open squares
correspond to ages measured from the constant SFR and decreasing SFR
simulated CMDs, respectively. The solid and dashed lines are the best !t to the
constant SFR and decreasing SFR data points, respectively. Though this is a
very rough comparison, the dispersion of a population appears to be a
monotonic function of its average age. The orange circles and pink squares
trace, respectively, the radial and azimuthal dispersion–age pro!les for F and G
dwarfs from the Geneva–Copenhagen survey (Nördstrom et al. 2004). Both the
slope and normalization of the dispersion vs. age relation are much higher in
M31 than in the MW, regardless of the assumed SFR.

Figure 13. Velocity dispersion map for a toy model of a disk with a Gaussian
velocity distribution with =f

-v 220 km s 1 and s s= =f
-90 km sR

1.
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Wide-field imaging  of M81’s halo

survey; Ibata et al. 2014), detected background galaxies at the
relevant magnitudes are typically more morphologically distinct
than at deeper limits, and such a cut results in reasonable star–
galaxy separation. Likewise, for HST observations, despite
reaching comparable limits to this survey, the majority of even
faint high-redshift galaxies are morphologically distinguishable
from stars (see, e.g., Radburn-Smith et al. 2011).

It is at the interface reached by this survey—deep detection
limits, yet ground-based image quality—where star–galaxy
separation becomes truly challenging. In this regime, many
faint background galaxies are as equally point-like as stars,
motivating selection criteria beyond morphological cuts. As
they are amalgams of numerous stellar populations, galaxies
exist at virtually every position in the color–magnitude
diagram. Many distant galaxies are located at relatively bluer
g!!!i colors compared to RGB stars, resulting in a color–
magnitude diagram (CMD) feature located at g!!!i !"! 0.1.
However, selecting RGB stars by their position in the CMD
does not eliminate contamination from background galaxies.
Fortunately, stars inhabit an empirical “stellar locus” (SL) in

broadband (e.g., g!!!r/r!!!i) color–color space (e.g., Covey
et al. 2007; Ivezi! et al. 2007; High et al. 2009; Davenport et al.
2014). Our addition of the r!!lter allows us to leverage this
distinct color–color information to distill our RGB sample by
an additional 30%. “Stars” are classi!ed as sources <0 75
in size (along both axes) and with g!!!r distance from the
SL!<!!g!r + 0.2 mag at a measured r!!!i color, where !g!r is
the g!!!r photometric color uncertainty and 0.2 mag is the
adopted systematic width of the SL (from Covey et al. 2007;

Figure 1. A deep, wide-!eld ("65 kpc ! 75 kpc) g-band mosaic of the M81 Group, taken with Subaru HSC. A logarithmic stretch was used. The three primary
interacting group members are labeled (M81, M82, and NGC 3077). The visible dark patches around the three galaxies, as well as bright stars, are the result of chip
bleeds. The M81 Group is located behind a region of signi!cant galactic cirrus, visible as patches of scattered light. This widespread cirrus impedes the inference of
stellar halo properties through integrated light alone.

Table 1
Observations

Field 1 Field 2

Integration
timeb

Integration
time

Filter # Exposuresa (s) # Exposures (s)

g 14 4200 18 5400
r 11 3300 12 3600
i 11 3300 11 3300

Notes.
a Total number of 300 s exposures for a single !eld.
b Total integration time (i.e., 300 s ! Nexp).
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High et al. 2009; see also Smercina et al. 2017). Figure 2
demonstrates this selection process, showing the CMD and
color–color diagrams of all sources, as well as the !nal,
distilled CMD following our selection algorithm. Though the
RGB is easily distinguishable using the SL, the unresolved
background galaxy locus at blue colors remains. The locations

of each are marked. This choice re"ects the required sensitivity
for faint surface brightness (SB) and color measurements,
which prioritize the purity of the RGB sample, rather than
overall completeness. Table 2 gives the parameters for our
selection process. The resulting culled sample of 73,946 RGB
stars is used throughout the rest of the paper.

Figure 2. Top left: g!!!i vs. i!CMD of all detected sources in our survey footprint. Top right: g!!!i vs. i!CMD of point sources, with size !!0 75. Bottom left: color–
color diagram of point sources, with size !!! 0 75. The stellar locus is shown as a red curve. Only sources lying on the stellar locus, within !+0.2 mag, are selected as
stellar candidates. Bottom right: g!!!i vs. i!CMD of all morphologically (<0 75) and color-selected (<!+0.2 mag from SL) stellar candidate sources. The locus of
unresolved background galaxies (red ellipse) is now easily distinguishable from the RGB selection box (blue). The region of the CMD dominated by MW foreground
stars is shown in green. Three stellar isochrone models (PARSEC; Bressan et al. 2012) are shown (age = 10 Gyr), with metallicities of [Fe/H]!=!!2, !1.5, and !1.

Table 2
RGB Selection Criteria

Type Description Criterion

"x(g)!<! 0 75!"y(g)!<! 0 75
Morphological Size constraints in each !lter and along each axis "x(r)!<! 0 75!"y(r)!<! 0 75

"x(i)!<! 0 75!"y(i)!<! 0 75
Color–Color Proximity to stellar locus in g!!!r color s- - - < -g r g r g rSL!( ) ( ) ! + 0.2

(g!!!i,!i)!=
Color–Magnitude Vertices of the g!!!i vs. i!RGB selection box (0.75, 26.0), (1.55, 26.0), (2.8, 24.5),

(2.25, 24.2), (1.4, 24.2), (1.0, 25.0)

Note. Morphological: size is the FWHM along each axis. Color–color: -g r SL( ) is the g!!!r color of the stellar locus at a given r!!!i. !g!r is the measured source
uncertainty in g!!!r.
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which we adopt as an upper limit on the “!ducial color” of the
in situ populations. Using the accreted ( fAcc) and in situ
( fIS!=!1!!!fAcc) fractions as weights to produce the observed
average color pro!le, we calculate fAcc!as a function of radius
and then convolve it with the observed density pro!le to estimate
the integral change to estimated stellar halo mass. In the case of
an in situ origin for the steep inner color pro!le, we !nd a
lower limit on the accreted fraction of fAcc!=!0.80, corresp-
onding to a lower limit on M81!s total accreted mass of
Må,Acc!=!9.3!!!108Me.

The punch line: regardless of the origin of its intriguing steep
inner color pro!le, M81 has likely experienced a quiet
accretion history for the vast majority of its life, accreting
only satellites the size of the SMC or smaller.

6.2. The Formation of a Massive Stellar Halo

That quiet history is over, however. M81 (6.3!!!1010Me;
Querejeta et al. 2015) is currently undergoing a "1:2 merger
with its massive satellite M82 (2.8!!!1010Me;! Querejeta
et al. 2015) and the approximately LMC-mass NGC 3077
(2.3!!!109Me;! Querejeta et al. 2015). In Section 5.2.2, we

showed that there is a signi!cant amount of metal-rich material
currently unbound from M82 and NGC 3077, "5.4!!!108Me,
[Fe/H];!!0.9. Accounting for this unbound material
increases M81!s average halo metallicity and increases M81!s
accreted mass by "50%. It is clear from their star formation
histories that M82 and NGC 3077 began their interaction with
M81 at the same time. Moreover, the star formation history of
the group, including bursts of star formation in the disk of M82
(e.g., Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2011; Lim et al. 2013), the center
of NGC 3077 (e.g., Notni et al. 2004), the tidal H I !eld
between the three galaxies (e.g., de Mello et al. 2008), and
“tidal” dwarf galaxies such as Holmberg IX (e.g., Sabbi et al.
2008), all suggest that this merger began <1 Gyr ago. In
<1 Gyr, this merger has already had a substantial impact on the
properties of M81!s stellar halo.
Though a robust dynamical model does not exist for the

future of the M81 system, such models have been constructed
for the MW’s interaction with the LMC. Cautun et al. (2019)
estimate that the LMC will merge with the MW within
"2.4 Gyr. Though the orbital properties of M82 and NGC 3077
are unclear, M82 is signi!cantly more massive than the LMC,
and thus will likely merge with M81 within the next "2 Gyr.

Figure 13. Stellar mass density map of the M81 Group. The map has been logarithmically scaled and color-coded according to the bar on the right. Density was
calculated for each "1 kpc2!pixel and converted to stellar mass according to Section 4.1.1 and Section 5.2.1. The interior regions of M81, M82, and NGC 3077, where
the data were too crowded to detect individual stars with Subaru (see Figure 12), were !lled in using calibrated Ks images from the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett
et al. 2003), which were rebinned to "1 kpc physical resolution. The !nal map was lightly smoothed with a 0.5 kpc Gaussian kernel. The !nal map spans an
impressive four orders of magnitude in mass density. White dashed circles show the estimated tidal radii of M82 and NGC 3077. We count all material outside of these
circles as unbound to estimate the total current accreted mass of M81 (Section 5.2.2).
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M81’s future halo

M51a + M51bM81 + M82 M31+M32

Visually through examples of identified M32p analogues
stellar halo. Though M81!s halo will resemble these others in
its broad properties, we have little idea what the density and
color gradients, or resultant substructure, of the emergent halo
will look like. Comparisons of these more nuanced halo
metrics, while important, are beyond the scope of this work.

This is the !rst complete view of the evolution of a galaxy’s
stellar halo throughout a merger event. It is clear that such a
window on a major merger event has the potential to help us
better understand the formation and evolution of systems with
massive stellar halos, such as M31. Between the measurements
along M81!s minor axis and the analysis of its current merger
with M82 and NGC 3077, we have constrained M81!s three
largest merger partners over its lifetime: (1) M82, (2) NGC 3077
—an LMC analog, and (3) the ancient approximately SMC-mass
primary progenitor of M81!s past halo. If not for M82, M81!s
dominant merger history would closely resemble that of the
MW. M81!s ancient accreted halo is very comparable to the
MW’s halo (Figure 15), indicating that a single stochastic, M82-
like merger is capable of transforming an MW-like halo into a
halo such as M31!s. This is direct and powerful evidence that the
diversity in stellar halo properties is thus driven primarily by the
diversity in the properties of the most dominant mergers.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a survey of the stellar halo of M81 with
Subaru HSC. Using a suite of ASTs, as well as abundant
existing HST !elds from the GHOSTS survey, we have

precisely calibrated and corrected our wide-!eld, ground-based
catalog of RGB stars in order to obtain one of the most detailed
views of a stellar halo outside of the LG. We !nd the AST-
based corrections, in concert with HST data, to be crucial for
measuring accurate stellar population properties, and caution
that without similar extensive overlap with space-based stellar
catalogs, the color-dependent effects of completeness in any
distant (?1Mpc), ground-based stellar halo measurements
may be dif!cult to account for. We measure:

1. M81!s minor axis SB pro!le (inferred from resolved
star counts) out to 65 kpc, reaching !V !;! 33 mag
arcsec !2—among the deepest SB pro!les ever mea-
sured. We measure a density slope of !2.59, consistent
with the pro!le measured by the GHOSTS survey with
HST (Harmsen et al. 2017). We also convert our star
count pro!le to near-infrared SB and compare to WISE
W1 measurements of the inner 10 kpc of M81, !nding
good agreement. Using this calibrated SB pro!le, we
estimate a total past accreted stellar mass for M81 of
1.16!!!109Me—indicating a largest past accretion of at
most the mass of the SMC.

2. M81!s average g!!!i color pro!le out to 65 kpc. We
measure a "at color pro!le (g!!!i!=!1.68, [Fe/H]!"!!!!1.2)
from 20–60 kpc, as seen by the GHOSTS survey
(Monachesi et al. 2016a). We also observe, for the !rst
time, a steep negative color gradient ("0.05 dex kpc!1) at
R !=! 10–20 kpc. Though we are unable to differentiate an

Figure 15. The stellar halo mass–metallicity relation. The total accreted mass (Må,Acc) is plotted against metallicity measured at 30 kpc ([Fe/H]30 kpc). The evolution of
M81!s stellar halo is shown at three points (large stars): (1) its past accretion history (blue), measured from the minor axis (see Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2), (2) its “current” halo
(green), accounting for unbound tidal debris around M82 and NGC 3077 (see Section 5.2.2), and (3) its estimated properties following the accretion of M82 and NGC 3077
(red; see Section 6.2). For comparison, nearby galaxies (taken from Bell et al. 2017) are shown in white; the MW and M31 are labeled separately, to highlight their opposite
positions on the relation. The MW’s stellar halo mass and metallicity are taken fromMackereth & Bovy (2020) and Conroy et al. (2019), respectively. We adopt 50% larger
error bars than initially reported for each to re"ect the substantial spread from other measurements (e.g., Bell et al. 2008; Deason et al. 2019). Metallicity-coded channel
density maps are shown as zoomed insets for both M81 (e.g., see Figure 14) and M31 (PAndAS; Martin et al. 2013) as visual guides of M81!s potential halo evolution. For
points (1) and (2), we adopt 50% uncertainties on the total accreted mass and 0.2 dex uncertainties on metallicity, following Harmsen et al. (2017). For (3), the large error in
metallicity indicates our uncertainty about the !nal metallicity gradient of the halo. In this case, the red star assumes the central metallicities for both M82 and NGC 3077
(mass weighted), while the error bar shows the impact of assuming a steep halo metallicity gradient such as observed in M31 (Gilbert et al. 2014). Dominated by the
accreted material from M82, M81!s halo will be transformed from a low-mass and metal-poor one, to a massive and metal-rich halo, rivaling that of M31.
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The largest pseudo-bulge host in the Local universe
M94’s stellar halo 

4 Gozman et al.

Figure 1. Left : A 3.�5⇥ 3.�5 view of M94 and its surroundings, taken from SDSS, with the FOV of our two deep Subaru HSC
pointings overlaid (using the Aladin Sky Atlas). Right : An r-band mosaic of the central 1.�33⇥ 1.�76 of observations taken in
our two Subaru HSC pointings. The image has been logarithmically scaled. M94’s bright outer ring feature is visible as di↵use
brightness, and we resolve the outermost parts of this ring, as well as M94’s di↵use halo, into stars.

mer et al. 2018) but failed to destroy it, causing a burst260

of star formation (Williams et al. 2017) while bringing261

in many of M31’s satellites (Weisz et al. 2019; D’Souza262

& Bell 2021).263

Cognizant that mergers may be important in shaping264

galaxy morphologies (Somerville & Davé 2015; Brooks265

& Christensen 2016) and in delivering satellite galax-266

ies, (Deason et al. 2015b; Patel et al. 2017; D’Souza267

& Bell 2018), multiple approaches are used to mea-268

sure and characterize the stellar halos that can con-269

strain merger histories. The least expensive of these are270

deep imaging surveys (Mart́ınez-Delgado et al. 2010; van271

Dokkum et al. 2014; Watkins et al. 2016; Merritt et al.272

2016). Resolved stellar population studies with Hubble273

Space Telescope pencil-beam observations (GHOSTS)274

or ground-based resolved-star wide-field imaging (Ibata275

et al. 2013; Okamoto et al. 2015; Crnojević et al. 2016;276

Smercina et al. 2020) are more observationally expen-277

sive, but can reach fainter surface brightness limits,278

give stellar populations information (metallicities, in-279

sight into star formation histories) and do not su↵er280

from contamination from galactic cirrus or scattered281

light.282

In this paper, we present observations of the re-283

solved stellar population of M94 using the Subaru Hyper284

Suprime-Cam (HSC) in three passbands. Three pass-285

bands enable us to both remove contaminants and mea-286

sure the halo to a greater depth and lower surface bright-287

ness. HSC a↵ords us both the high sensitivity and large288

coverage area we need in order to be able to probe re-289

solved stellar populations. We take an unprecedentedly290

wide-field, sensitive look at M94’s stellar halo, and infer291

the stellar mass of its most dominant major merger in292

order to evaluate whether it could have played a role in293

the formation of M94’s pseudobulge.294

2. OBSERVATIONS295
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Figure 5. Stellar sources in bRGB (left) and rRGB (center), color-coded by their best-fit metallicity. bRGB stars are metal
poor and compose M94’s outer halo, while rRGB stars are metal rich and comprise most of M94’s disk. Also shown are the
locations of M94’s two known dwarf galaxies, characterized in Smercina et al. (2018). Right : A density image of M94 with each
color coded by stars in three metallicity bins: [M/H] ⇠ �0.4 (red), [M/H] ⇠ �0.9 (green), [M/H] ⇠ �1.4 (blue). The map was
smoothed using a Gaussian filter and then a square-root scaling was applied. All three plots are on the same scale.

ity function of RGB stars with their appropriate best-fit540

isochrones (from Fig. 4), as a function of i-band magni-541

tude. In this way, for each spatial region of interest, a542

single completeness for each of bRGB and rRGB stars543

was determined with which to scale the observed number544

of bRGB and rRGB stars, respectively, in each region.545

4. RESULTS546

Here we present the g�i color and median surface547

brightness (SB) profiles of M94’s RGB. We then use this548

to derive a stellar mass of M94’s halo and infer the mass549

accreted during its most massive major merger.550

4.1. Surface Brightness Profile551

For studying resolved stellar populations in the con-552

text of mergers, typically one would like to measure only553

the stars along the minor axis of a galaxy since these are554

relatively free of contamination from in-situ stars (see555

Monachesi et al. 2016b; Smercina et al. 2020). Since556

M94 is not as highly inclined as galaxies such as M81,557

its minor axis traces stars in the plane of the disk, so558

we once again used the same circular radial regions as559

referenced in Section 3.3 for our analysis. We choose to560

analyze radial profiles out to a 70 kpc radius. For the561

bRGB (halo) population we adopt a background region562

from a 50-70 kpc projected radius, yielding a background563

density of 0.21 arcmin�2. The rRGB (disk) is detectable564

only at a much smaller radius, and a background den-565

sity of 0.13 arcmin�2, determined between 30-70 kpc,566

was adopted.567

For each radial bin, we calculate the RGB-selected568

and background-subtracted source density, dividing by569

the completeness fraction found from our AST analysis.570

The conversion between the number of RGB stars in571

the observed magnitude range to stellar mass assumes a572

[M/H] = �1.4 (�0.4) isochrone for the bRGB (rRGB)573

respectively and a 44% mass loss between initial and574

present day mass which is compatible with a Chabrier575

IMF. When calculating surface brightnesses, we adopt576

a V -band mass to light ratio of 1.25, appropriate to577

⇠ 10 Gyr-old populations with the range of relevant578

metallicities from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) single-burst579

models.580

Formal uncertainties from counting statistics are neg-581

ligible. Instead, we estimate uncertainties in our density582

profiles that incorporate larger-scale variations (owing583

to halo substructure or variations in background) by584
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Figure 3. Top: A Hess Q-color CMD of stellar sources
from 12-30 kpc with magnitudes 24.5  i  26. Bottom: A
1D histogram of g�i Q-color (blue) fitted with a 4-Gaussian
Mixture model. Each Gaussian is a dash-dotted yellow line,
with the sum of all four curves a solid green line. The left-
most peak is the region of unresolved galaxies. The next
two peaks represent two di↵erent populations of RGB stars,
which we call bRGB and rRGB, respectively. The fourth,
broad peak broad is most likely fitting the over-extended
blue tail or galaxy contamination.
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Figure 4. A Hess CMD of stellar sources between 12-30
kpc. Overlaid in cyan and pink are the regions we use for
bRGB and rRGB, with their best-fit isochrones from Gaus-
sian fitting and color-metallicity interpolation shown.

In order to accurately calculate color and surface485

brightness profiles, it is important to determine the ra-486

dius at which we are dominated by the roughly uniform487

background of contaminants apparent in Figs. 3 and 5.488

We examine Hess CMDs covering a series of radial bins489

from the center of the galaxy, shown in Figure 6.490

From visual inspection, we conclude that the bRGB491

region starts to be dominated by background galaxies492

after ⇠ 50 kpc, and the rRGB region after ⇠ 30 kpc.493

After these thresholds, the density counts drop drasti-494

cally in each respective region and we cannot see a clear495

RGB feature. These background thresholds are used for496

the rest of the analyses.497

3.3. Artificial Star Tests498

Before we can measure these profiles however, we need499

to account for completeness and crowding in our sam-500

ple. As illustrated in Figure 5, there is a gap in the very501

central part of the galaxy due to crowding e↵ects such502

that the HSC reduction pipeline was unable to reliably503

extract sources. There are also sources that overlap in504

high-density regions, especially around the first few ra-505

dial bins away from the galaxy’s center. The HSC source506

detection pipeline is not able to locate and categorize ev-507

ery source with full accuracy, especially those that are508

blended together, making it necessary for us to account509

for this source of error.510

In order to rigorously quantify the completeness of our511

sample, we ran a suite of artificial star tests (ASTs). In512

order to avoid injected artifical stars causing crowding,513

we inject a total of 674,980 artificial stars split into 5514

runs of 134,996 stars each. Artificial stars were drawn515

from uniform grids in position, in i-band magnitude be-516

tween i = 22.5 and i = 28, and color between g�i = �2517

and g � i = 5 colors. The r-band magnitudes were518

then calculated assuming each artificial star lies on the519

g�r/r�i stellar locus. At the input artificial source den-520

sity of ⇠ 10 arcmin�2, these artificial sources do not521

measurably e↵ect the measurement of source properties522

by the pipeline (e.g., Smercina et al. 2020). The pipeline523

was then run on each of these five artificial star runs524

in the exact set-up used to process the original obser-525

vations, resulting in a list of recovered artificial stars.526

For our purposes, an input artificial star was declared527

recovered if its recovered i-band magnitude was within528

0.5 mag and its recovered position within 0.003 of its input529

magnitude and position, respectively.530

Our particular interest is in calculating the complete-531

ness in each of our two RGB regions (bRGB and rRGB),532

in the same regions of the image used to create star count533

profiles (e.g. Fig. 7). We choose a set of radial bins, 5534

kpc wide from 10-15 kpc and 2 kpc wide thereafter. Ar-535

tificial stars in the color–magnitude regions bRGB and536

rRGB were analysed for each spatial region, and the537

fraction of those recovered was weighted by the ratio538

of the number of input stars to the expected luminos-539
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Figure 8. Best linear fit to the log-log mass density profile
for data between 16-42 kpc.

is shown in Figure 7. The rRGB profile agrees closely601

with the profile of the outer disk from Watkins et al.602

(2016) within 20 kpc, the range where the measurements603

overlap. We can also see that bRGB’s profile is much604

flatter than rRGB’s. These stark di↵erences leads us605

to a�rm that bRGB and rRGB represent two di↵erent606

stellar populations in the galaxy. rRGB shows an expo-607

nential drop in its profile and agrees with Watkins et al.608

(2016)’s inner disk profile, strongly suggesting that its609

stars are actually in the disk of M94, while bRGB rep-610

resents the halo population.611

To measure the total accreted stellar mass, we fit a
three-parameter power law model with intrinsic scatter
following Hogg et al. 2010 from 16 – 42 kpc (8). We use
a power law of the form: ⌃ = a log10(

x
R0

) + ⌃0 with a
likelihood of

logL = �0.5
nX

i=0

(⌃i � ⌃(x, ⌃0))2

�2
+ log(�2),

where:
�2 = �2

⌃ + V,

with �⌃ being the error in the mass density in each ra-612

dial bin and V being the variance of the intrinsic scat-613

ter. R0 = 37.9 kpc is a normalization factor that we614

take to be the mean of the radial bins used for fitting.615

We find best fit parameters of a = �2.61+0.16
�0.17, log ⌃0 =616

3.68+0.03
�0.03M�kpc�2, Following Harmsen et al. (2017), we617

integrate this profile from 10-40 kpc and calculate an618
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Figure 10. [M/H] at 30 kpc from the center as a function of the total stellar mass accreted for various galaxies in the Local
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respective [M/H] following Streich et al. (2014). M94 falls along the general trend, having one of the smallest and most metal-
poor halos of any galaxy in the Local Universe.

Magellanic Cloud’s (SMC) stellar mass is 4.6 ⇥ 108M�702

(McConnachie 2012); M94’s most massive merger part-703

ner is likely to be less likely than even the SMC.704

5.2. Psuedobulge Inferences705

Thus we see that M94 is characterized by an inac-706

tive merger history which gives rise to its small, metal-707

poor halo. Two other nearby galaxies, M83 (Mhalo =708

4.2⇥ 108M�, Cosby et al., in prep) and M101 (Mhalo =709

8.2⇥107M�, Jang et al. 2020), exhibit this same type of710

quiet merger history. Yet all three of these galaxies have711

very di↵erent bulge masses. While M94’s pseudobulge712

is massive (Trujillo et al. 2009, almost 1010.5M�), there713

is no evidence for a classical bulge in either M101 (Kor-714

mendy et al. 2010) or M83 (de Jong et al. 2008, Fisher &715

Drory 2010); both galaxies hosting small ( 109.5M�)716

pseudobulges. These three galaxies — with outwardly717

very similar merger histories — have such wildly dis-718

similar bulge properties, suggesting that the mass of a719

galaxy’s dominant merger is not simply correlated with720

the mass or properties of its bulge.721

We connect M94 to the broader population of galax-722

ies with measured halos and bulges in Figure 12, with723

galaxies marked as having either a classical bulge or a724

pseudobulge. If we take the halo stellar mass to act725

as a proxy for the mass of a galaxy’s dominant merger,726

then we see that almost every other pseudobulge-hosting727

galaxy in our Local Universe underwent a larger merger728

than M94, and yet hosts less massive bulges. This adds729

evidence to the picture that mergers are not the primary730

drivers of pseudobulge creation, and any role that they731

play in determining its properties would be complicated732

and intertwined with other, secular processes that are733

on-going within the galaxy (Bell et al. 2017; Gargiulo734

et al. 2019, 2022). Indeed, gas flows in so-called735

“oval distortions” like the kind M94 has can be736

a major impetus for the formation of pseudob-737

ulges (Speights et al. 2019) and can also fuel738

star-forming rings and enhance star-formation in739

general (Athanassoula & Palous 1984; Mulder &740

Combes 1996; Li et al. 2016). M94 currently741

has about equal fractions of intermediate-age and742

old-age stars in its pseudobulge, found by taking743

spectra within its central 1” x 1.1” region (Cid744

Fernandes et al. 2004; Mason et al. 2015), in-745

dicating semi-recent star-formation, potentially746

from gas driven inward from a Lindblad reso-747

nance (Wong & Blitz 2001; Trujillo et al. 2009).748

5.3. Satellite Populations749

The measure of M94’s accreted and dominant merger750

masses has also been used to gain insight into the satel-751
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lite populations of MW-stellar mass galaxies. Satel-752

lite luminosity functions have now been measured for753

a substantial number of Local Volume galaxies, finding754

a large range in the number of satellites in each group755

(Smercina et al. 2018, Müller et al. 2019, Carlsten et al.756

2020; see Carlsten et al. 2022 for an overview), where757

M94 is a particularly extreme example, having only two758

classical satellites (Smercina et al. 2018). The number759

of satellites appears to vary with the host galaxy’s stel-760

lar mass (Carlsten et al. 2020) as would be expected761

with a scaling with overall dark matter halo mass. Yet,762

considerable scatter remains, and has been claimed to763

correlate with several di↵erent measures that relate to a764

group’s merger history: ‘tidal index’ — a measure of en-765

viromental density (D. Sand, priv. comm.), magnitude766

gap (Kim et al. 2022), and the mass of the galaxy’s most767

massive past merger (Smercina et al. 2022). While sim-768

ulations do not yet show such behavior (Smercina et al.769

2022), such correlations may broadly reflect the delivery770

of satellites in large merger events (Deason et al. 2015b;771

D’Souza & Bell 2021). Owing to M94’s low number of772

satellites, it has particular constraining power in such773

correlations, and M94’s combination of low halo mass774

(thus low-mass dominant merger) and low satellite num-775

ber are consistent with the view that satellite number776

correlates with merger mass (Smercina et al. 2022).777

6. CONCLUSIONS778

In this paper, we characterize the stellar halo of the779

spiral galaxy M94 (NGC 4736). M94 is unique in that it780

contains the largest pseudobulge in the Local Universe.781

The evolution of central structures such as bulges and782

pseudobulges hinge on the interplay of both secular and783

non-secular processes. Therefore, we use M94’s stellar784

halo as a fossil record of its previous merger history to785

infer how much impact it could have had on the forma-786

tion of M94’s massive pseudobulge.787

We use deep, high resolution data from Subaru’s Hy-788

per Suprime-Cam (HSC) to distinguish between stars789

and galaxies using both size and color–color criteria.790

The color–magnitude diagram of these sources showed791

two clear red giant branches — one relatively blue792

(bRGB) and one substantially redder (rRGB). After cor-793

recting for completeness, the surface density profile of794

the rRGB is consistent with that of M94’s outer disk795

(Watkins et al. 2016), while the bRGB has a profile and796

structure consistent with a metal-poor stellar halo.797

Integrating the halo profile from 10 – 40 kpc, we es-798

timate a total accreted stellar mass of M⇤ = 2.8+1.5
�1.0 ⇥799

108M�. Using the relation between Mdom and the800

accreted mass from D’Souza & Bell (2018), we find801

that the mass of M94’s dominant merger is roughly802

Gozman et al. 2023 (Under revision)
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Infall of satellites with recent large mergers-I

Karachentsev 2005; Karachentsev et al. 2007), and they are
labeled in white in Figure 4. In the same area, we found 13
dwarf candidates (blue labels), which allow us to signi!cantly
extend the faint end of the satellite luminosity function of Cen
A (see Section 4.3). At the same time, red squares in Figure 4
are placed on the most prominent new streams and shells in the
outer halo of Cen A (see Section 4). We will discuss both the
satellites and the substructures in the next section, and we
additionally show a zoomed-in region of the large RGB

map in Figure 5, focused on the northern portion of the halo of
Cen A.
Finally, we stress that the inevitable residual contamination

from foreground and background sources in our RGB selection
box does not signi!cantly affect the presented density map. We
have derived similar maps for the contaminant sources and
found them to be smooth overall, and we will present these
maps in a forthcoming paper on the smooth halo of Cen A
versus its accreted substructure.

Figure 4. Same as the top panel of Figure 3: we label our 13 newly discovered dwarf candidates in blue (from CenA-MM-Dw1 to CenA-MM-Dw13, where the label
on the plot corresponds to the number of the dwarf) and the 4 previously known dwarfs in white. The red labels indicate the most prominent stream and shell features
in the halo of Cen A.

Figure 5. Left panel: RGB density map for a zoomed-in region containing the most prominent substructures discovered in the northern portion of the survey (see
Figure 4 and Section 4). Red boxes indicate the regions for which CMDs are drawn in Figures 9–16; blue dashed boxes indicate the !eld regions chosen on a pointing-
to-pointing basis for the red boxes. Right panel: same as left panel, but for the pointing containing Shell 2 (located to the southwest of the center in Figure 4).
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Large mergers bring in most of the satellite galaxies

Massive accretions influence infall of satellites 5273

Figure 2. The peak mass (M!
peak) of the massive subhaloes accreted on to the

MW-mass haloes as a function of their lookback accretion time. Orange
squares show surviving massive subhaloes while circles show disrupted
massive progenitors. The latter are colour coded according to the lookback
time of their disruption.

Figure 3. The frequency of MW-mass haloes which have accreted multiple
massive mergers (M!

peak > 1.33 " 1011 M#). The dashed vertical line indi-
cates the median number of massive accretions, while the dotted vertical lines
indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles. $12 per cent of the massive accreted
subhaloes are accreted in pairs, i.e. one massive progenitor was already
a subhalo of another massive progenitor before being accreted on to the
MW-mass halo. The dashed histogram indicates the number of independent
massive accreted subhaloes.

subhaloes of the massive progenitor for at least two consecutive
time-steps (!T $ 500 Myr) in the simulation before entering the
virial radius of the host MW-mass halo (Deason et al. 2015).

Finally, while we restrict our attention in this work to the most
massive accreted subhaloes (M!

peak > 1.33 " 1011 M#; merger mass-
ratio > 1:10), we note that accreted subhaloes as large M!

peak $
8.86 " 1010 M# (merger mass-ratio > 1:15) may also contribute
a number of subhaloes to the MW-mass host. For the purpose of
this paper, we will denote these massive subhaloes as ‘significant’
accretions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Top: The number of all infalling subhaloes (M!
peak > 109 M#;

found within and outside the virial radius) as a function of their lookback
time of accretion of a single MW-mass halo ‘iLincoln’. The dashed ver-
tical line indicates the accretion time of a single massive progenitor of
mass log(M!

peak) $ 11.39 around 6.5 Gyr ago. Two additional significant
progenitors, log(M!

peak) $ 10.9 and log(M!
peak) $ 10.7 were accreted 10.2

and 1.1 Gyr ago, respectively. The horizontal line indicates the 3" standard
deviation from the average infall rate of subhaloes per Gyr. The shaded
histogram indicates the assigned subhaloes of the massive progenitor ac-
cording to the criterion of Deason et al. (2016). Bottom: The number of
‘surviving’ subhaloes at z = 0 as a function of their accretion time. Similarly,
the horizontal line indicates the 3" standard deviation from the average infall
rate of surviving subhaloes at z = 0 per Gyr.

3 A NATO M Y O F A M A S S I V E AC C R E T I O N

In order to develop physical intuition of a massive merger, we
consider the case of a single MW-mass host (called ‘iLincoln’
in the ELVIS simulations), which suffered a massive accretion
(log M!

peak/ M# $ 11.39) around 6.5 Gyr ago. In addition to this
massive accretion, this MW-mass halo also accreted two addi-
tional significant progenitors of masses log M!

peak/ M# $ 10.9 and
log M!

peak/ M# $ 10.73 around 10.2 and 1.1 Gyr ago, respectively.
In particular, we focus on the most massive accretion $6.5 Gyr ago
and the subhaloes which were accreted along it.

3.1 Accretion of a large number of subhaloes

Along with the massive progenitor, a large number of subhaloes
are accreted on to the host galaxy, i.e. enter its virial radius. In
Fig. 4, we plot the number of infalling subhaloes (M!

peak > 109 M#)
as a function of their time of accretion. We also indicate in the
lower panel the number of infalling subhaloes which survive until
z = 0. We find that the infall time of subhaloes is strongly clustred
around the massive accretion $6.5 Gyr ago. We also find similar
but smaller clusterings in infall time around the other significant
accretion $10.2 Gyr ago, but find no sign of clustering for the infall
at $1.1 Gyr ago. The rate of infall of subhaloes accreted along with
the massive progenitor is significantly higher than the average infall
rate of subhaloes per Gyr. The clustering in infall time is also visible
among the surviving subhaloes at z = 0. This suggests that the infall
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Figure 21. The probability density functions (pdf) of the lookback time of
the shutdown of star formation (! 0.9) of the MW and M31, estimated through
a kernel density estimator. The single thick solid lines show the pdf using
the given data without their uncertainties. The thin solid lines show a Monte
Carlo distribution of the pdfs taking into consideration the uncertainties in
the time of accretion. The quenching times of the satellites of the MW and
M31 are strongly clustred, suggesting that a substantial number of them were
accreted in groups. The inclusion of the uncertainties for the MW favours the
recent peak around 2 Gyr ago over the second peak around 10 Gyr ago.

satellites of the Local Group were not accreted uniformly over time,
but a substantial number of the them were accreted in groups.

5.2 Strong correlation between large accretions and shutdown
in star formation in dwarf satellites

Given our present knowledge of the large accretions suffered by the
MW and M31, we calculate the cross-correlation function between
the estimated infall time of these large accretions and the lookback
quenching time of the satellites of the MW and M31. There is firm
evidence that the MW has suffered at least two large accretions, the
LMC and Gaia–Enceladus (Helmi et al. 2018). It is also believed
to have suffered a number of smaller but significant accretions (e.g.
Sagittarius). On the other hand, M31 is believed to have merged with
a large galaxy, whose tidal debris now makes up a significant fraction
of M31’s large stellar halo (D’Souza & Bell 2018a; Hammer et al.
2018). There is considerable debate about the accretion time of M33
into the halo of the M31 (e.g. McConnachie et al. 2009; Patel, Besla
& Sohn 2017; Semczuk et al. 2018; Tepper-Garcı́a, Bland-Hawthorn
& Li 2020). For the purpose of this paper, we consider only the two
large accretions of the MW and a single large accretion for M31.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that our constraints on the time of
accretion of these massive progenitors are subject to large model
uncertainties. The expected crossing-time of the LMC into the virial
halo of the MW depends on their assumed masses, and is about !1.5–
3 Gyr (Kallivayalil et al. 2013). The accretion of Gaia-Enceladus is
estimated to be about !10–11 Gyr (Helmi et al. 2018). On the other
hand, M31’s large accreted progenitor is expected to have entered
the virial halo about !5–6 Gyr ago (see Appendix A). We adopt the
following accretion times for the MW: 2.5 and 10.5 Gyr for the LMC
and Gaia-Enceladus respectively. For M31, we adopt an accretion
time of 5.5 Gyr for its massive progenitor. In Fig. 22, we calculate
the cross-correlation function between these fiducial accretion times
and the lookback quenching time of the satellites of the MW and
M31. We find that the quenching time of the satellites of the Local

Figure 22. The cross-correlation function between the accretion time of
large accreted progenitors of the MW/M31 and the quenching lookback time
of the satellites of the MW and M31. We consider M31’s massive accretion
at 5.5 Gyr ago and MW’s accretion of the LMC and GaiaEnceladus 2.5
and 10.5 Gyr ago, respectively. As in Fig. 1, the solid lines represent a
cross-correlation function that does not account for the uncertainties in the
shutdown time, while the dashed lines does.

Group are strongly correlated with the the accretion time of the large
massive progenitors. This suggests that a significant fraction of the
satellites of both the MW and M31 were brought in by their large
accretions and lends weight to the idea that the quenching time is a
good proxy for their infall times for the dwarf satellites considered
in this section.

The cross-correlation function of the quenching time of the
satellites of M31 is subject to the uncertainty of the accretion time
of M33. If the accretion time of M33 is between !4 and !9 Gyr ago
and overlaps with the quenching time of the bulk of M31’s satellites,
the results of cross-correlation function will not significantly change
the results. On the other hand, an accretion time of M33 of less
than 2 Gyr ago would reduce the central amplitude of the cross-
correlation function by 50 per cent. Better constraints on the infall
time of M33 are needed to reduce the uncertainties of the cross-
correlation function of quenching time of satellites in M31.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

In this work, we demonstrate that infall of a massive progenitor on
to a MW-mass host is accompanied by the accretion and destruction
of a number of subhaloes capable of hosting dwarf satellite galaxies.
Massive accreted progenitors do not increase the number of infalling
subhaloes on to a MW-mass host but instead serve to cluster their
time of infall and destruction. Apart from contributing their own
established subhaloes, massive accretions also concentrate surround-
ing subhaloes on to the MW-mass host, leading to a temporary
elevation in the number of subhaloes. The concentration of the
cumulative radial profile of the subhaloes changes with respect to
the position of the massive progenitor around the MW-mass host.
Surviving associated subhaloes with a massive progenitor have a
large diversity in their orbits and are not restricted to a thin plane.
Finally, we show that the clustering in quenching time of dwarf
spheroidal galaxies in the MW and M31 around their known massive
accretions is consistent with the expected clustering of infall times,
suggesting that a significant fraction of their dwarf satellites fell in
along with the massive progenitors.
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in the very early universe (e.g., Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al.
2002; Ricotti & Gnedin 2005). However, we caution against
overinterpretation of this !nding, as (i) we lack a complete census
of UFDs around M31 and (ii) current SFHs are uncertain at the
oldest ages.

Second, there are no galaxies that quenched within the last
3 Gyr, i.e., !90!<!3 Gyr ago. Instead, most galaxies have
quenching times concentrated at intermediate ages, with a
notable grouping at !90!!!3–6!Gyr ago.

Third, there appears to be some degree of synchronicity in
the quenching of some systems. Most notably, the overdensity
of M31 satellites at !50!!!6–9 Gyr ago also all seem to have
!90!!!3–6 Gyr ago, with no clear trends in galaxy size or
luminosity, in agreement with the results of the representative
sample from Skillman et al. (2017).

Fourth, compared to the overplotted !ducial SFH models
(i.e., constant SFH, exponentially declining) there are two
distinct groups. Eight galaxies fall tightly on the !SFH!=!2 Gyr
track while 15 are to the right of the constant SFH track (i.e.,
they have rising SFHs). Only three galaxies exist between these
groups.

The age information provided by our SFHs may help model
the complex formation and accretion history of the M31 and its
satellites. The M31 halo hosts rich stellar substructures (e.g.,

streams, overdensities) that suggest an active history of mergers
in M31 (see McConnachie et al. 2018 and references therein)
and its stellar halo and outer disk have large populations of
intermediate-age stars, as revealed by the oldest MSTO-depth
CMD analysis (e.g., Brown et al. 2006; Bernard et al. 2015).
Several models have posited a major merger between M31 and
(what would have been) the third largest member of the LG
!2–4 Gyr ago (e.g., D’Souza & Bell 2018; Hammer et al.
2018). These models can qualitatively explain some observed
features of M31, such as a global burst of star formation
2–4 Gyr ago (e.g., Bernard et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2017)
and the metal-rich inner halo. For example, D’Souza & Bell
(2018) hypothesize such an interaction between M31 and
M32p (the putative progenitor of M32) could explain the
metal-rich component of M31!s halo and the unusually
compact nature of M32. This model implies that M32p had a

~ ´M M2.5 1010
 prior to its interaction with M31, making

it the third largest member of the LG just a few Gyr ago. One
implication of this scenario may be that the large number of
satellites with !90!!!3–6!Gyr ago may have been environmen-
tally quenched during the merger. A second speculative angle
is that the dichotomy of SFHs in the top panel of Figure 3, i.e.,
rising SFHs versus exponentially declining, may be due to the
presence of two different satellite populations, i.e., one set from
M31, the other from M32p. Though speculative, we use these
examples to illustrate the potential of our data for deciphering
the formation history of M31!s halo and emphasize that more
rigorous analysis is clearly warranted.
We also consider the relationship between our SFHs and

substructures in the M31 system, e.g., the plane of satellites

Table 1
Summary Statistics for SFHs of Faint M31 Satellites

Name MV rh t50 t90
(mag) (pc) (Gyr ago) (Gyr ago)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Cas!III "12.6 1640 -
+7.9 1.6

1.6
-
+4.1 1.5

2.5

Lac!I "11.5 967 -
+8.1 1.7

0.8
-
+4.9 1.7

1.7

Cas!II "11.2 275 -
+9.8 1.1

3.4
-
+7.2 3.4

2.8

Per!I "10.2 384 -
+7.9 1.8

1.4
-
+4.0 1.6

2.6

And!XXIII "10.0 1277 -
+6.8 0.9

1.9
-
+5.1 2.8

1.5

And!XXV "9.3 679 -
+8.7 1.1

2.8
-
+5.8 1.3

2.6

And!XXI "9.2 1033 -
+8.3 1.9

1.2
-
+5.8 2.5

0.9

And!XVIII "9.2 262 -
+8.5 1.6

2.0
-
+4.6 2.1

1.7

And!IX "9.0 444 -
+7.2 0.3

2.5
-
+5.1 2.0

1.8

And!XIV "8.6 379 -
+8.7 0.4

4.5
-
+4.8 0.7

5.2

And!XXIX "8.5 397 -
+7.6 0.7

3.1
-
+5.2 1.2

2.2

And!XVII "8.2 339 -
+13.2 0.3

0.0
-
+10.5 5.0

2.1

And!XXIV "7.9 579 -
+12.9 3.3

0.3
-
+5.4 3.1

4.4

And!X "7.5 239 -
+9.5 0.2

3.6
-
+6.5 2.1

4.8

And!XII "7.0 420 -
+12.9 6.3

0.3
-
+3.4 0.2

2.6

And!XXII "6.7 253 -
+11.5 0.8

2.0
-
+6.8 2.5

5.8

And!XX "6.7 110 -
+10.2 0.9

2.6
-
+6.9 2.1

4.6

And!XIII "6.5 130 -
+9.1 0.4

4.1
-
+6.5 0.1

3.5

And!XI "6.3 120 -
+13.2 0.3

0.0
-
+7.4 1.4

2.4

And!XXVI "6.1 228 -
+12.9 0.3

0.3
-
+9.1 6.0

2.9

And!II "12.6 965 -
+11.5 2.1

0.8
-
+6.3 0.6

0.5

And!I "12.0 815 -
+12.6 3.9

0.3
-
+7.4 0.7

0.9

And!III "10.1 405 -
+11.7 1.3

1.1
-
+8.7 0.6

1.5

And!XXVIII "8.8 265 -
+12.6 0.8

0.3
-
+7.6 0.3

1.7

And!XV "8.4 230 -
+12.9 0.9

0.3
-
+9.3 0.8

3.3

And!XVI "7.5 130 -
+9.8 1.1

1.4
-
+5.9 0.6

0.4

Note. Values of t50 and t90 are from the best-!t SFHs measured in this Letter.
Error bars are the 68% con!dence intervals for the total uncertainties (i.e.,
random plus systematic). Values for the galaxies below the horizontal lines are
taken directly from Skillman et al. (2017).

Figure 3. Lookback time (Gyr ago) at which 50% of the stellar mass formed
(t50) vs. the time at which 90% of the stellar mass formed (t90), i.e., the
quenching time. The top panel includes the 20 M31 satellites from this Letter
and 6 from Skillman et al. (2017). Points are color-coded by luminosity and
their relative sizes re"ect their half-light radii. The gray point indicates a size of
500!pc. The black lines illustrate a constant and exponentially declining SFHs.
The bottom panels shows results from literature SFHs of MW satellites. The
area enclosed by the blue dotted line contains half the M31 sample, but no MW
satellites. The smaller uncertainties for the Skillman et al. (2017) M31 dSphs
are indicative of what can be expected from the forthcoming Cycle 27
observations.
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Large mergers precipitate the destruction of dwarf galaxies

Massive accretions influence infall of satellites 5277

Figure 11. The time of accretion versus the time of destruction of all accreted
‘destroyed’ subhaloes of the MW-mass host ‘iLincoln’. The shaded region
indicates the time the massive accreted progenitor spends within the virial
radius of the MW-mass halo before being eventually destroyed.

Figure 12. The number of subhaloes of the MW-mass halo ‘iLincoln’ out to
the virial radius (R!

vir) as a function of a function of lookback time. The red
dashed vertical line indicates the time of accretion of the massive progenitor.
The violet dotted vertical lines indicate the time of accretion of the other two
significant progenitors.

100 kpc) to influence the orbits of subhaloes is at its maximum when
it is at a galactocentric distance of less than 100 kpc. We find no
difference between the shape of the mass function of the subhaloes
destroyed due to the accretion of a massive progenitor from that of
the rest of the subhaloes.

The accretion and destruction of subhaloes along with a massive
progenitor results in a temporary excess of dwarf galaxies with
the virial radius of the MW-mass host. Along with a massive
accretion, the number of subhaloes of a MW-mass host within a
certain galactocentric radius first increases rapidly, and subsequently
decreases (see Fig. 12). The decrease in the number of subhaloes is
caused by (i) the destruction of some subhaloes and (ii) the exit of
some subhaloes with large apocentres beyond the virial radius of the
host. Furthermore, a number of subhaloes accreted along with the
massive progenitor with large apocentres may renter the virial radius
at later times.

Figure 13. Top: The fraction of subhaloes found within 0.5 " R!
vir of the

MW-mass halo as a function of lookback time. The horizontal shaded region
is the average stable value of the fraction. Bottom: The radial co-moving
distance of the massive progenitor as a function of lookback time. The dotted
line represents the virial radius of the MW-mass halo as a function of lookback
time. The accretion of a massive progenitor redistributes the radial distribution
of subhaloes.

The accretion and destruction of subhaloes along with a massive
accretion also temporarily affects the radial profile of subhaloes
and satellites. To demonstrate this, we characterize the radial
profile of a subhaloes through a concentration parameter defined
as N0.5 R!

vir/NR!
vir . In Fig. 13, we see that the concentration of the

cumulative radial profile of the subhaloes changes according to the
position of the massive progenitor along its orbit. When the massive
progenitor is close to the first pericentre, the cumulative radial profile
becomes more centrally concentrated, with an excess of satellites at
small galactocentric distances <150 kpc. During various phases of
the orbit of the massive progenitor, the radial profile of the subhaloes
can be less centrally concentrated than the average radial profile.
These changes in the radial profile are relatively short-lived and
last less than 600 Myr. While other physical processes may affect the
distribution of subhaloes (a study of which is beyond the scope of the
paper), the accretion of a massive progenitor has a strong temporary
effect on the radial profile of subhaloes and satellites.

4 M A S S I V E AC C R E T I O N S I N M I L K Y WAY
H A L O E S

We now turn our attention to how these results generalize to a sample
of MW-mass hosts, and how massive accretions affect the properties
of the subhalo population.
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Figure 11. The time of accretion versus the time of destruction of all accreted
‘destroyed’ subhaloes of the MW-mass host ‘iLincoln’. The shaded region
indicates the time the massive accreted progenitor spends within the virial
radius of the MW-mass halo before being eventually destroyed.

Figure 12. The number of subhaloes of the MW-mass halo ‘iLincoln’ out to
the virial radius (R!

vir) as a function of a function of lookback time. The red
dashed vertical line indicates the time of accretion of the massive progenitor.
The violet dotted vertical lines indicate the time of accretion of the other two
significant progenitors.

100 kpc) to influence the orbits of subhaloes is at its maximum when
it is at a galactocentric distance of less than 100 kpc. We find no
difference between the shape of the mass function of the subhaloes
destroyed due to the accretion of a massive progenitor from that of
the rest of the subhaloes.

The accretion and destruction of subhaloes along with a massive
progenitor results in a temporary excess of dwarf galaxies with
the virial radius of the MW-mass host. Along with a massive
accretion, the number of subhaloes of a MW-mass host within a
certain galactocentric radius first increases rapidly, and subsequently
decreases (see Fig. 12). The decrease in the number of subhaloes is
caused by (i) the destruction of some subhaloes and (ii) the exit of
some subhaloes with large apocentres beyond the virial radius of the
host. Furthermore, a number of subhaloes accreted along with the
massive progenitor with large apocentres may renter the virial radius
at later times.

Figure 13. Top: The fraction of subhaloes found within 0.5 " R!
vir of the

MW-mass halo as a function of lookback time. The horizontal shaded region
is the average stable value of the fraction. Bottom: The radial co-moving
distance of the massive progenitor as a function of lookback time. The dotted
line represents the virial radius of the MW-mass halo as a function of lookback
time. The accretion of a massive progenitor redistributes the radial distribution
of subhaloes.

The accretion and destruction of subhaloes along with a massive
accretion also temporarily affects the radial profile of subhaloes
and satellites. To demonstrate this, we characterize the radial
profile of a subhaloes through a concentration parameter defined
as N0.5 R!

vir/NR!
vir . In Fig. 13, we see that the concentration of the

cumulative radial profile of the subhaloes changes according to the
position of the massive progenitor along its orbit. When the massive
progenitor is close to the first pericentre, the cumulative radial profile
becomes more centrally concentrated, with an excess of satellites at
small galactocentric distances <150 kpc. During various phases of
the orbit of the massive progenitor, the radial profile of the subhaloes
can be less centrally concentrated than the average radial profile.
These changes in the radial profile are relatively short-lived and
last less than 600 Myr. While other physical processes may affect the
distribution of subhaloes (a study of which is beyond the scope of the
paper), the accretion of a massive progenitor has a strong temporary
effect on the radial profile of subhaloes and satellites.

4 M A S S I V E AC C R E T I O N S I N M I L K Y WAY
H A L O E S

We now turn our attention to how these results generalize to a sample
of MW-mass hosts, and how massive accretions affect the properties
of the subhalo population.

MNRAS 504, 5270–5286 (2021)
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Deliverables : For each of 5 nearby MW-mass galaxies, we will determine (a) a stellar halo density map 
and total mass (b) the average metallicity and its gradient, (c) the radial stellar density profile, (d) the 
distribution of young main sequence and AGB stars, (e) measures of halo substructure and their 
metallicities (e.g., Figs. 1,5), (f) the morphology of the debris from the most dominant progenitor and (g) a 
census of the faint satellites – all of these are enabled only by wide-area resolved star datasets. Finally, we 
will measure the diversity in stellar halos and satellites of nearby galaxies and provide an urgently-
required training dataset for LSST/WFIRST.  

Plan of work: This effort is expected to take 2 years of dedicated graduate student effort spread over 3 
years, and contributions from the rest of the group, including substantive undergrad involvement. By 
end of year 1: publish M81, M94 halos and satellites from current data. Final data collection for M64. 
Preliminary analysis for M83 and NGC 253; Apply for full depth NGC 253 and M83. By end of year 2:  
publish M64 halo & satellites. Data collection for NGC 253 and M83. Apply for small remaining area in 
M81 and M94 group. By end of year 3: data collection for M81/M94; publish NGC 253 and M83 datasets 
and augmented M81/M94 survey.  

Work Package B): Models and data in concert allow the measurement of the most important mergers 

Without models, it is extremely difficult to interpret 
wide-field resolved stellar halo maps of galaxies in 
terms of their important mergers. In contrast to 
previous generations of models (e.g., Bullock & 
Johnston 2005; Cooper et al. 2010), modern large 
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. 
EAGLE, Illustris; Schaye et al. 2015, Vogelsberger et al. 
2014) do well in a) realistically modelling the 
disrupted satellites that build up the stellar halo by 
crucially obeying a broader set of cosmological 
constraints including the global stellar mass function, 
the cosmic star formation history and the galaxy stellar 
mass-radius relationship and b) reproducing the 
diversity of accretion histories that give rise to MW-
mass stellar halos (Fig. 2). Consequently, it is now 
possible to directly and quantitatively compare the 
wide-field maps of modeled and observed stellar halos 
to infer the properties of the important mergers to 
have affected a galaxy. Our goal for this work 
package is to test, refine and augment metrics that 
allow us to measure the properties of the most 
massive mergers from the full 2D wide-field stellar 
halo maps.  

We have recently developed a framework to explain 
the global properties of wide-field stellar halo maps in 
terms of the mass of the dominant merger, the time of its accretion, and the fraction of total accreted 
stellar mass brought through this merger (D’Souza & Bell 2018a†).  Such a framework helps to interpret 
the major differences in our wide-field maps (compare observed Figs. 1, 5 and 6 with simulations in Fig. 
8): while M31 had a recent large accretion, both M81 and M94’s lower-mass stellar halos appear more 
consistent with a smaller SMC-mass merger > 7 Gyrs ago (although M81’s ongoing merger with M82 and 
NGC 3077 are now adding to M81’s stellar halo).  The major visual differences in the models are most 

Figure 8: Simulated wide-field density maps from MW-mass 
galaxies in a high-resolution subvolume of the EAGLE simulation, 
sorted by the stellar mass of the dominant accreted progenitor (left 
to right) and accretion time (from recent to ancient, top to bottom). 
The faint surface density limits are 32 mag/arcsec2 , comparable to 
our wide-field maps.  In general, (a) galaxies that accreted a large 
dominant progenitor have larger stellar halo, and (b) galaxies that 
have accreted the dominant progenitor recently have more 
substructure. These can be compared with Figs. 1, 5 and 6; while 
M31’s halo appears similar to those with recent massive accretions 
(top right), M81’s and M94’s halos lower masses and lack of 
substructure suggest ancient, lower mass mergers (lower left).  

 

Using the Eagle Simulations
Presence of a large stellar halo and several Sagittarius-like streams 


is a proxy of a recent large merger. 
D’Souza et al. 2021



Mergers bring in satellites

Additionally, recent evidence suggests that the LMC’s massive
halo has already had a substantial global impact on the MW’s
halo (Conroy et al. 2021), suggesting that they have indeed
begun to merge on a large scale.

We contend that the most massive merged ecosystem is
likely the important property to consider for satellite popula-
tions, and while the accreted mass is useful as a proxy for
identifying past such mergers, the most massive existing
satellite is an equally powerful proxy of current ongoing
mergers, even if the galaxies have not yet interacted
signi!cantly. For example, Smercina et al. (2020) showed that
in systems such as M81, which is in the early stages of a close
merger with its massive satellite M82, the merger is not
advanced enough to have redistributed the accreted material
into the stellar halo (the estimate of the current accreted mass in
M81!s stellar halo is !1/20 of its estimated total future
accreted mass). Yet given M81!s modest accreted mass, M82
undoubtedly represents the most massive ecosystem merger
that M81 has experienced. In light of this, we instead adopt a
revised metric for the mass of the most dominant ecosystem
merger, Må,Dom, where the proxy is the larger of the total
accreted mass or the mass of the most massive satellite. We
adopt uniform conservative 0.3 dex uncertainties on Må,Dom

(following Bell et al. 2017; Harmsen et al. 2017; D’Souza &
Bell 2018a), re"ecting the large uncertainties on both the
inferred stellar mass of nearby galaxies and model-dependent
accreted mass estimates.

For satellites, we only have access to the “full” classical
satellite populations (i.e., MV < " 9 satellites out to the virial
radius) of the MW and M31. We therefore follow recent studies
(e.g., Smercina et al. 2018; Bennet et al. 2019; Carlsten et al.
2021) and restrict our attention to satellites within a projected
galactic radius of 150 kpc, down to an absolute V-band
magnitude of MV < " 9 (see Figure 1). Though there is

diversity in both survey area and depth, all eight systems are
considered complete within these radius and brightness criteria.
Figure 2 shows Må,Dom plotted against NSat for the eight

available MW-mass systems, color-coded by whether Må,Dom
represents a past merger (i.e., accreted mass; blue) or an
existing satellite (yellow).7 A clear and surprisingly tight
relationship is visible, spanning the entire three orders of
magnitude in dominant merger mass: systems that have
experienced larger mergers host more satellites.

4. Signi!cance of the Relationship

In this section, we will quantify the signi!cance of the
observed NSat–Må,Dom relation. In Section 4.1 we de!ne our
adopted model to describe the relation, followed by the results
of an MCMC analysis. In Section 4.2 we consider and account
for a possible relationship between galaxy stellar mass and
number of satellites, showing that the relationship remains in
the residuals of an imposed Må,Gal–NSat relation.

4.1. De!ning the Model

For the purposes of simplicity, we will parameterize the
relationship between Må,Dom and NSat as a simple linear model,
given by

N N M M N, ; log 9.5 , 19.5 ,Dom 10 ,Dom 9.5a a= - +( ) ( ) ( ) 

where we have normalized the model to the MW’s value of
Mlog 9.510 ,Dom = (see Table 1). To estimate the probability of

the data given our assumed model, we adopt the appropriate
likelihood function for a linear model with intrinsic scatter

Figure 2. Total number of satellites with MV < "9, within 150 kpc projected radius, around each of eight nearby MW-mass galaxies, plotted against the mass of the
most dominant merger they have experienced (see Section 6). Galaxies are color-coded according to whether Må,Dom re"ects the accreted material from a past merger
(blue), or the mass of an existing satellite (gold). See Table 1 for the data represented here. A clear linear relationship is visible.

7 See Appendix A for limits on M51 and NGC 4565.
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coded by their V-band absolute magnitude, also presented in
Table 2.

Of these eight satellites, two satellites have ancient
!90 > 9 Gyr. The remaining six have !90 ! 4 Gyr, which is
comparable to the timescale of M82!s infall (e.g., Yun et al.
1994). While the uncertainties on these timescales are large
(due to model uncertainty in stellar populations shallower than
the main-sequence turnoff), three of these satellites—F8D1,
KDG61, and KDG64—had very recent star formation (!90 ! 2
Gyr). We assert that these three satellites of M81, along with
NGC 3077 and NGC 2976, very likely originated in the M82
system prior to infall into M81!s halo. The three satellites with
!90 between 3–4 Gyr—FM1, KK77, and BK3N—also have
quite recent implied infall times, and could be more recent,
given their uncertainties.

Given the existing evidence, we take NGC 3077, NGC 2976,
F8D1, KDG61, and KDG64 to be likely former M82 satellites,
and FM1, KK77, and BK3N to be possible former M82
satellites.

5.3. Evolution of the MW and M81 Satellite Systems

Estimates exist for the accreted component of both the MW’s
(Bell et al. 2008; Conroy et al. 2019; Deason et al. 2019;
Mackereth & Bovy 2020) and M81!s (Harmsen et al. 2017;
Smercina et al. 2020) stellar halos. Therefore, for these two
systems, the mass of their largest current satellite (Må,Dom.Sat)
and total accreted mass (Må,Acc), given in Table 1, represent
their Må,Dom and previous Må,Dom, respectively. Given our
estimates of the likeliest recent additions to their classical
satellite populations presented in the previous sections
(Sections 5.1 and 5.2), this provides an opportunity to chart

out the evolution of both the MW’s and M81!s satellite
populations with respect to their recent merger history.
In Figure 5 (left), we show the current positions of the MW

and M81 relative to the Må,Dom–NSat relation, as well as
estimates for their positions prior to their respective current
dominant mergers with the LMC and M82. While the identi!ed
recently accreted satellites for each are uncertain, both systems
tightly track the relation shown in Figures 2 and 3 throughout
the transition from the previous to current dominant mergers.
This suggests that, prior to their current merger state, both
galaxies had much sparser satellite populations, comparable to

Figure 5. Left: a schematic view of the evolution of the MW’s (purple) and M81!s (blue) satellite populations along the Må,Dom–NSat relation. We show the current
position of each system as solid diamonds, assuming their existing satellite populations and dominant mergers (the LMC and M82, images included1). Next to each
galaxy, we list the satellites that we claim in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 to have been likely (possibly) accreted during each galaxy’s current dominant merger. Finally, we
show estimates of the state of the MW and M81 satellite systems prior to their current mergers, represented by their previous Må,Dom and a shaded region showing the
range of NSat at that time, considering the recent addition of both likely and possibly accreted satellites for each. Right: the 50% and 90% star formation timescales, !50
and !90, for M81!s eight low-mass satellites within a projected radius of 150 kpc, derived from resolved SFHs (Weisz et al. 2011). Galaxies have been color-coded by
their absolute V-band magnitude. Of these eight, six of these possess !90 that falls in the estimated 1–4 Gyr window of M82!s !rst infall (circled). We consider the
three satellites with the most recent !90 (<2 Gyr: KDG61, KDG64, and F8D1) to be likely former satellites of M82, and the remaining three (!90 < 3–4 Gyr: FM1,
KK77, and BK3N) to be possible former satellites of M82. 1LMC: Primoz Cigler, http://astro.primozcigler.net; M82: Hubble Heritage Project.

Table 2
M81 Satellites

Galaxy Rproj MV !50 !90
(kpc) (Gyr) (Gyr)

BK3N 11 !9.59 3.9 0.5
6.2

-
+ 3.2 2.7

0.5
-
+

KDG61 31 !13.87 12.9 10.9
0.3

-
+ 1.6 1.0

2.0
-
+

FM1 61 !11.46 13.0 2.4
0.3

-
+ 4.1 1.3

8.5
-
+

BK5N 72 !11.33 13.0 5.5
0.0

-
+ 10.8 9.3

1.7
-
+

IKN 82 !11.51 11.7 3.5
1.1

-
+ 10.3 4.0

0.8
-
+

KDG64 101 !13.43 9.3 6.3
3.7

-
+ 1.8 0.5

2.7
-
+

KK77 102 !12.84 9.8 2.0
3.2

-
+ 3.4 2.0

5.32
-
+

F8D1 119 !13.14 10.6 4.0
4.0

-
+ 1.8 0.1

10.7
-
+

Notes. 50% and 90% star formation timescales for faint M81 satellites,
calculated from their resolved SFHs (Weisz et al. 2011). Satellites are ordered
by projected radii, calculated assuming a distance to M81 of 3.6 Mpc
(Radburn-Smith et al. 2011), and absolute V-band magnitudes are given (from
Karachentsev et al. 2000, 2001; Sharina et al. 2005; Georgiev et al. 2009).
Satellites with !90 < 4 Gyr are bolded.
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The infall times of satellites

For MW1 and the !ducial LMC, the orbits of these six
Magellanic satellites are shown in Figure 5 along with the
orbits of the LMC and the SMC for the last 3.5 Gyr. Orbits are
plotted in the YZ-plane relative to the MW’s Galactic Center.
The disk of the MW lies along the z-axis. The orbits of all
Magellanic satellites clearly follow the orbital path of the
LMC/SMC. A 3D animation showing the orbits of all 18
candidate Magellanic satellites using the MW1 and LMC2
models is available at https://bit.ly/35wH5Tr.

Figure 6 is the same as Figure 4 but for MW2 in the !ducial
LMC model. Applying Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 to the left
panel of Figure 6, we conclude that Seg1, Tuc3, and Scu1 are

still MW satellites that make a close passage around the LMC
in the last 1 Gyr. Applying Criterion 3 to Figure 6, Ret2 and
Phx2 are recently captured Magellanic satellites, while Car3,
Hor1, Hyi1, and Phx2 are all long-term Magellanic satellite.
Car2 now falls outside of the selection criteria due to an
increase in rperi by !50 kpc in MW2. This is likely attributed to
the difference in the LMC’s orbital history for MW1 and MW2.
Satellites are less likely to remain members of the Magellanic
system as the MCs pass around the MW two times in the last
6 Gyr (i.e., more severe tidal stripping owing to the MW in
MW2 may yield fewer Magellanic satellites; see Sales et al.
2011). Note that the SMC is unbound from the LMC early in

Figure 4. Distance at pericenter (rperi) vs. the velocity at pericenter for the fraction of 1000 orbits where <r rperi outer ( fr ,1outer
, indicated by the colorbar). All quantities

are with respect to the LMC for the most recent passage (left) and the second to last passage around the LMC (right). These orbital parameters are calculated for MW1
and the !ducial LMC model (LMC2). The blue dashed line is router for MW1 and LMC2. The solid blue curve represents the escape velocity curve for LMC2. Seg1,
Tuc3, and Scu1 are all MW satellites that have recent encounters with the LMC. Ret2 and Phx2 are recently captured Magellanic satellites, while Car2, Car3, Hor1,
and Hyi1 are long-term Magellanic satellites.

Figure 5. Direct orbits of all Magellanic satellites for the last 3.5 Gyr projected in the YZ-galactocentric plane. Recently captured Magellanic satellites (Ret2, Phx2) are
illustrated with dashed lines and long-term Magellanic satellites (Car2, Car3, Hor1, Hyi1) are plotted with solid lines for MW1 using the !ducial LMC model. The
disk of the MW lies along the z-axis. The orbit of the LMC (SMC) is illustrated in black (gray). The !lled circles represent the positions of all satellites today.
The magenta dashed circle indicates router of the LMC and the gray dashed circle is the virial radius of the LMC. The gold dashed circle is the virial radius of the MW.
The orbits of all Magellanic satellites follow the orbital path of the LMC.
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Difficult to reproduce the exact potential of the MW and LMC
746 R. D’Souza and E. F. Bell 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the backward integrated orbits of some subhaloes of the massive satellite in ‘iOates’ for the past 6 Gyr. The orbits are demonstrated 
in the reference frame of the MW-mass host; hence, the position of the MW-mass host is at (0,0). The black dashed lines represent the orbits of the massive 
accreted satellite. The top plot represents the orbits from the simulations, while the bottom plot represents the reco v ered orbits. The backward integrated orbits 
do not closely resemble the real orbits from the simulations. 
again the second pericentre with regards to the MW-mass halo, 
75 per cent of the time we fail to predict correctly the second pericen- 
tre distance to better than 30 per cent, while 40 per cent of the time 
we fail to predict correctly the time of the second pericentric passage. 
Moreo v er, 23 per cent of the time the modelled orbits are completely 
wrong, and fail to predict the second pericentric passage at all. Other 
parameters show similar large outlier rates. Part of the scatter found 
in the temporal parameters (time of accretion and time of pericentric 
passages) at large lookback times is due to the fact that we have failed 
to model the pre vious massi ve accretions ( > 6 Gyr ago). In spite of 
this, the time of accretion parameter does not exhibit a significant 
increase in its outlier rates. This suggests that while the o v erall depth 
of the potential is well reproduced, our assumed parametric form of 
the potential, i.e. the sum of the smooth spherical potentials of the 
MW-mass host and recent massive satellite (as is the state-of-the-art 
approach for modelling orbits in the MW), fails to accurately reco v er 
the full orbit of most of the subhaloes of this system. 

The rms in the reco v ered parameters is significantly large. Even 
after removing the false positi ves/negati ves (see Appendix D ), we 
find considerably large scatter in the reco v ered parameters. F or 
example, in the case of ‘iOates’, the rms in the first pericentre is 
greater than 60 kpc (see Table D5 ). Yet, from Fig. 5 , it appears 
that the errors are random. Thus, we conclude that the use of the 
parametric forms of the potential to backward integrate the orbits of 
subhaloes leads to significant errors in the reco v ered parameters. 

The failure to model the recent massive accreted satellite leads to 
much higher outlier and false positiv e/ne gativ es rates. While there is 
a general increase in outlier rates among nearly all parameters, the 
first and second apocentres are particularly affected. This suggests 
that failure to model the recent massive accreted satellite leads to a 
misestimation of the depth of the potential during the phase of the 
accretion of the massive satellite, resulting in large errors in the recov- 
ered orbits of the subhaloes (Patel et al. 2020 ; Battaglia et al. 2022 ). 

4.1 Orbits of subhaloes with respect to massi v e satellite 
We now turn our attention briefly to understanding the reco v ery 
of various parameters of the orbits (distances and velocities at the 
first/second pericentre) of subhaloes with respect to the massive 
accreted satellite. These parameters have been used to identify 
galaxies that might have previously been satellites of the LMC (e.g. 
Patel et al. 2020 ). In this subsection, we limit ourselves only to 
modelling the true mass growth of the central MW-mass host as 
well as the potential of the massive satellite. In Fig. 6 , we compare 
the reco v ered orbits of a few subhaloes that were accreted along 
with the massive satellite along with their true orbits. The recovered 
orbits appear very different from the true orbits. Furthermore, a 
fraction of the reco v ered orbits appear not to be associated with 
the massive accreted satellite. We quantify this in detail in Fig. 7 , 
where we show how well we reco v er the distance and velocity of 
the orbits with respect to the massive accreted satellite at first/second 
pericentre. We present the statistics in Table D2 found in Appendix D . 
Since we begin our integration of the orbits when the massive 
satellite is just past pericentre, we can easily reco v er the distances 
and velocities at the first pericentre with respect to the massive 
satellite. Ho we ver, our analysis sho ws that e ven with complete 
knowledge of the mass growth of the central MW-mass halo and 
the exact orbit of the massive satellite, it is still very difficult to 
reco v er the distances and velocities of the second pericentre, with a 
failure rate greater than 50 per cent as well as a high percentage 
of false positives (subhalos without a second pericentre in the 
simulation that end up with a reco v ered second pericentre). This 
suggests that it is very difficult to reco v er the second pericentre 
with respect to the massive satellite; this may call into question 
the utility of the practice of using the second pericentre to identify 
potential satellites of a massive, LMC-like satellite (e.g. Patel et al. 
2020 ). 
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Figure 4. Examples of backward integrated orbits of several subhaloes from ‘iDouglas’ and ‘iOates’. We plot the galactocentric distance ( r ) as a function 
of lookback time in Gyr. While ‘iDouglas’ had a quiet accretion history, ‘iOates’ recently accreted a massive satellite, whose potential we also include in 
the backward integration. The dashed line represents the true orbit from the simulation, while the dotted line represents the backward integrated orbits. In 
‘iDouglas’, we reproduce the orbits for the first 3–5 Gyr, after which the backward integrated orbit diverges from the real orbits. In ‘iOates’, differences between 
the backward integrated orbits and the real orbits appear already quite close to the present day. 
than the o v erall increase in present-day binding energy with infall 
time, reflecting the fact the halo grew smoothly across cosmic history. 
On the other hand, ‘iOates’ recently suffered a 1:10 merger. Although 
the binding energy of its subhaloes broadly increases with lookback 
time of accretion, the accretion of subhaloes along with a massive 
accreted satellite also causes a substantial scatter in their binding 
energies – indeed, the scatter is comparable to the full range of 
binding energies . ‘iOates’ also accreted similar massive progenitors 
in the past, in particular one around !7 Gyr ago, leading to a similar 
scatter in binding energy at that lookback time. It is clear that with the 
accretion of massive progenitors or satellites, it is extremely difficult 
to infer the accretion time of a subhalo from its present-day binding 
energy. 
4  BACKWARD  I N T E G R AT I N G  ORBITS  
In this section, we attempt to characterize how well we reconstruct 
the orbital histories of the subhaloes of MW-mass haloes ‘iDouglas’ 
(without any massive merger) and ‘iOates’ (with a recent massive 
merger). For ‘iDouglas’, we backward integrate the orbits of the 
subhaloes using the true mass growth taken from the merger trees. 
In the case of ‘iOates’ that has recently accreted a massive satellite 
(1:10 merger) similar to the accretion of the LMC on to the MW, we 
backward integrate the orbits of the subhaloes using two different 
models. In the first model, we include the true mass growth of the 
central MW-mass halo as well as the potential of the most recent 
massive accreted satellite, with their respective orbits taken directly 
from the merger trees. In the second model, we neglect the potential 
of the most recent massive accreted satellite, while including the true 
mass growth of the central halo. In order to mimic the particular 
situation of the MW and the LMC, we start our integration from 

the snapshot just after the first pericentre of the massive accreted 
satellite, and calculate lookback time relative to this snapshot. In 
Fig. 4 , we plot some random examples of backward integrated orbits 
of both ‘iDouglas’ and ‘iOates’, where in the latter,we include the 
potential of the recently accreted massive prognetior. In Fig. 5 , we 
plot the reco v ery of the orbital parameters versus their true values 
and display their statistics in Table D1 found in Appendix D . We note 
that false positives and false ne gativ es are not shown in the figure, 
but are tabulated in Table D1 . 

Even in the simple case of ‘iDouglas’ that did not suffer any 
massive accretion, the backward integrated orbits of individual 
subhaloes differ slightly from the actual orbits from the simulations. 
This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3 where we plot the galactocentric 
distance of several backward integrated orbits as a function of 
lookback time. While the reco v ered orbit agrees with the actual 
orbit fairly well in the first 4 Gyr, significant differences in the 
galactocentric distances appear at larger lookback times. This is also 
reflected in Fig. 5 where we see the deviations of the reco v ered 
parameters from their true v alues. These de viations are reflected in 
the single parameter rms deviations but also in the outlier rates and the 
false positiv e/ne gativ es rates found in Table D1 (see Appendix D ). 
While the scatter in the parameters mirrors their outlier rates, the 
bias in all the parameters is minimal. If we use the benchmark of the 
second pericentre, 44 per cent of the time we fail to predict correctly 
the pericentric distance to better than 30 per cent, while 25 per cent of 
the time we fail to predict correctly the time of pericentric passage. 
Moreo v er, 14 per cent of the time the reco v ered orbits are completely 
wrong, and fail to predict the second pericentric passage. 

In the deviations of the various parameters, we can discern two 
main effects: First, among similar parameters, the errors increase with 
integration time, e.g. more ancient pericentres are more difficult to 
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- - - - Orbit of LMC-like progenitor

The errors in retracing the exact orbits of the dwarf galaxies due to the rapid changes in potential due to 
the infall of the LMC.
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Table 1. A list of the measured parameters of the orbits of the subhaloes. 
With reference to Position Rank Parameter Code 
MW-mass host Pericentre 1 Distance R Per1 

Time T Per1 
Pericentre 2 Distance R Per2 

Time T Per2 
Pericentre 3 Time T Per3 
Apocentre 1 Distance R Apo1 
Apocentre 2 Distance R Apo2 
Infall Time T acc 

Massive progenitor Pericentre 1 Distance R Per1 Prog 
Velocity V Per1 Prog 

Pericentre 2 Distance R Per2 Prog 
Velocity V Per2 Prog 

Note . See Fig. 2 for a graphic description. 

Pericenter 1 Pericenter 2

Apocenter 1
Apocenter 2

Pericenter 3

Time of Infall

Figure 2. Parametrization of the orbits of the subhaloes based on several 
rele v ant science cases. Using a randomly chosen orbit, we graphically indicate 
the main parameters we choose to measure from the real and the backward 
integrated orbits of the subhaloes (elucidated in Table 1 ) in terms of distance 
reached (in kpc) and lookback time (in Gyr). 
that is, if the percentage errors are greater than 30 per cent, which 
is our fiducial threshold for accepting a parameter. We calculate an 
outlier fraction, that is the percentage of subhaloes where we fail 
to reco v er a parameter according to the condition abo v e. Secondly, 
we express the recovery of the parameters in terms of a calculated 
mean and scatter (after rejection of outliers). Note that the scatter (as 
defined) is correlated with the outlier fraction. Furthermore, often 
the reco v ered orbit fails to predict a certain pericentre or apocentre 
(a false ne gativ e), while at other times, it also predicts a pericentre 
or apocentre when none exist in the true orbit of the subhalo (false 
positive). We calculate the percentage of false positives and false 
ne gativ es for the detected pericentres/apocentres. These false positive 
and ne gativ e rates giv e us a lower limit of the failure to reconstruct 
the orbits. While calculating the rms, we assign the default value 
of 0 to false positive and ne gativ es, making the rms particularly 
sensitive to the latter. On the other hand, the mean, scatter, outlier 
rate, and the percentage of false positives and negati ves allo w us 
to characterize how well we are reco v ering the orbits for a given 
model. 

Figure 3. The present-day binding energy of the surviving subhaloes at z = 
0 as a function of the time of accretion for the MW-mass haloes ‘iDouglas’ 
(top panel) and ‘iOates’ (bottom panel). For ‘iOates’, the time of accretion 
is redefined such that its massive satellite is just past its pericentre. The 
vertical dashed line represents the accretion time of the massive satellite. 
The subhaloes are colour-coded by their circularity parameter !J . Subhaloes 
marked with a square are presently found within the virial radius. In MW- 
mass haloes that grow smoothly o v er time, the present-day binding energy of 
the subhaloes should be an increasing function of their time of accretion. In 
the presence of a massive accretion, there is a large scattering in the binding 
energy. Moreo v er, the subhaloes accreted along with the massive satellite 
have a wide range in circularity, or a wide range in angular momentum. Some 
subhaloes accreted 3–5 Gyr ago are found outside the virial raidus of the 
main halo. 
3  ENER GET I CS  
Before we attempt to backward integrate the orbits of the subhaloes, 
we briefly examine the present-day binding energies of the subhaloes 
of MW-mass haloes ‘iDouglas’ and ‘iOates’ in Fig. 3 . For ‘iDouglas’, 
which did not suffer a massive accretion through out its history, we 
find that the present-day binding energies of the subhaloes are an 
increasing function of the time of accretion (see fig. 3 of Rocha et al. 
2012 ). The scatter in the binding energies is considerably smaller 
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Furthermore, a primary assumption used in this work is that it is 
enough to model only the potential of the central MW-mass host and 
the most recently accreted massive satellite. Our results confirm that 
it is important to model the potential of the most recently accreted 
massiv e satellite. F ailure to do so can can produce errors in the 
reco v ered parameters of the orbits of the satellites of the MW (e.g. 
Patel et al. 2020 ), which can be as large as the errors caused by using 
the parametric forms of the potential. Ho we ver, in restricting the 
potential only to these two large bodies, we neglect the interactions of 
subhaloes among themselves or with a previously accreted massive 
progenitor. Yet, in CDM, subhaloes are often accreted in groups. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that in the case of the MW, a number of 
satellites may have been accreted with its previous accretions, i.e. 
the Sagittarius and Gaia-Enceladus galaxies. Yet, it is often difficult 
to include the potential of previously accreted massive progenitors. 
First, the exact orbits of these previous massive progenitors is highly 
uncertain. Secondly, the errors in the reco v ered orbit of the subhaloes 
increase with integration time, making it difficult to model the 
reflex motion as well the exact 3D interactions with the previously 
accreted massive progenitors and the central MW-mass host. While 
it is vitally important to model the LMC, for some applications, it 
may be equally important to model previous massive accretions to 
be able to successfully backward integrate the orbits of the MW 
satellites. 

As with the other sources of error, the use of parametric forms of 
the potential affect the reco v ery of the parameters of the orbits in 
two complementary ways. First, the longer the integration time of 
the orbit, the greater the error in the reco v ered parameter. The errors 
in the reco v ered orbit of the subhaloes accumulate with integration 
time, causing a dramatic effect on parameters measured at large 
lookback times. F or e xample, the second pericentric distance is 
much more difficult to reco v er than the first pericentric distance. 
Such accumulated errors in the reco v ered orbit make it is very 
difficult to model the reflex motion of pre vious massi ve accretions. 
Secondly, different ‘types’ of parameters have different sources 
of error. In general, the errors in a particular type of parameter 
correlate with the number of phase-space–time coordinates involved 
in the measurement of that type of parameter. F or e xample, time 
of pericentric passage is much easier to measure than the actual 
pericentric distance. Another example of this is that apocentres 
(which depend primarily on binding energy) are easier to reco v er 
than pericentres (which depend on both binding energy and angular 
momentum). Both principles affect the reco v ery of the individual 
parameters of the orbits, and their consequences are not often very 
obvious. We highlight two surprising yet important consequences. 
First, it is very difficult to recover the distance and the velocity at 
the second pericentre with respect to the recently accreted massive 
satellite, a parameter important to determine which satellites came 
in with the LMC. Secondly, in the absence of systematic biases 
(e.g. incorrect virial mass of the central MW-mass halo or not 
modelling the recently accreted massive satellite), the time of 
accretion of the subhalo is one of the easiest parameters to reco v er, 
and reflects the fact that in the absence of massive accretions, the 
time of accretion is a function of binding energy (Rocha et al. 
2012 ). 

Yet, in the presence of a massive sattellite, it is difficult to infer the 
infall time of MW satellites from their present-day binding energies 
as proposed by Rocha et al. ( 2012 ) and Fillingham et al. ( 2019 ). The 
accretion of a massive satellite or progenitor causes a large scattering 
in the binding energies of the subhaloes accreted contemporaneously, 
with the amplitude of the scatter often ri v alling the total range in the 
binding energy of the subhaloes. With the accretion of a massive 

Figure 9. The present-day binding energies of the subhaloes of all 48 MW- 
mass haloes in the ELVIS simulation suite as a function of their infall time. 
We highlight in different colours the three particular MW-mass haloes that 
have recently accreted massive satellites, and which closely resemble the 
recent accretion of an LMC. In general, the present-day binding energy of the 
subhaloes increases as a function of their infall time. Ho we ver, in the case of 
a large massive accretion, there is a scattering of the binding energy of those 
subhaloes that are accreted at the same time as the large massive accretion. 
satellite or progenitor, the present-day binding energies of subhaloes 
is no longer a steadily increasing function of infall time. In Fig. 9 , we 
plot the present-day binding energies of the subhaloes of all 48 MW- 
mass haloes included in the ELVIS suite (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 
2014 ) as a function of their infall times. In general, the present-day 
binding energy of the subhaloes increases (with substantial scatter) 
as a function of their lookback accretion time (as broadly expected by 
Rocha et al. 2012 ). Ho we ver, highlighting the three particular MW- 
mass hosts in the ELVIS suite that have suffered recent LMC-like 
accretions (Fig. 9 ), we can see that these accretions lead to a much 
higher scatter in their present-day binding energies. The scattering 
in binding energy appears most prominently just after the massive 
satellite/progenitor has reached pericentre. Importantly, this implies 
that the infall time of MW satellites cannot be directly inferred from 
their present-day binding energies, due to the ongoing accretion of 
the LMC. 

Finally, the reco v ery of the parameters of the orbits of MW dwarf 
galaxies will also depend upon the variety of assumptions that goes 
into the backward integration. Furthermore, the uncertainties in the 
initial conditions of individual MW satellites will depend on its mass 
and its distance. For this reason, it is difficult to comment on results of 
backward integrations of individual MW satellites, and the associated 
error with the use of parametric forms of the potential. This work 
suggests that it is important that researchers test their backward 
integrations on cosmological simulations that include a recently 
accreted massive satellite in order to characterize the uncertainty 
associated with their specific techniques and assumptions of the 
potential. 
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Figure 2. Action–energy (J, E) space of the Milky Way showing the globular clusters (top panels), stellar streams (middle panels), and satellite galaxies (bottom
panels). Each object can be seen as a “cloud” of 1000 Monte Carlo representations of its orbit (see Section 2.2). In each row, the left panel corresponds to the projected
action-space map, where the horizontal axis is Jf/Jtot and the vertical axis is (Jz – JR)/Jtot with Jtot = JR + Jz + |Jf|. In these panels, the points are colored by the total
energy of their orbits (E). The right panels show the z component of the angular momentum (Jf ! Lz) vs. E, and the points are colored by the orthogonal component of

their angular momenta (L L Lx y
2 2= +^ ).
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L!" [2905, 4635] km s#1 kpc, eccentricity" [0.4, 0.6], rperi" [8,
16] kpc, rapo" [31, 43] kpc, and f" [50°, 65°]. It corresponds to
the previously known Cetus merger (Newberg et al. 2009; Yuan
et al. 2019). Inspecting Figure 5, it can be seen that Cetus is
situated in the vicinity of the Sagittarius group. However, these
two groups overall possess quite different JR and Jf components
and different orbital properties, and they can also be distinguished
on the basis of their [Fe/H] properties (the Cetus members are
overall more metal poor than the Sagittarius members).

We !nd that six objects belong to this group: four streams
(namely, Cetus itself, Slidr, Atlas, AliqaUma), one cluster
(namely, NGC 5824), and one satellite galaxy (Willman 1).
Among the stream member list, AliqaUma and Atlas were
recently associated with the Cetus stream by Li et al. (2021a).
On the other hand, Bonaca et al. (2021) associated most of
these streams with the Sagittarius group. Bonaca et al. (2021)
found three other streams to be associated with Cetus, but these
streams are not present in our data sample.18 Furthermore, we
could not !nd the streams C-20 and Palca as members of
this group, but their associations have been suggested by
previous studies (e.g., Chang et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021a; Yuan
et al. 2021). As for the globular-cluster–Cetus association,
NGC 5824 has been previously linked with the Cetus stream by
various studies on the basis that this cluster lies within the
phase-space distribution of the Cetus stream (e.g., Newberg
et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2019; Chang et al. 2020). However,
other studies indicate that NGC 5824 is associated with the
Sagittarius group (Massari et al. 2019; Forbes 2020).

Surprisingly, some of the previous studies do not mention the
Cetus group in their analysis. For instance, Massari et al. (2019)
made a selection in Lz#L! space to identify the Sagittarius
globular clusters and found that this integral-of-motion space also

contains NGC 5824, so they assigned it to the Sagittarius
group. On the other hand, Forbes (2020) identify their merger
groups by combining the orbit information of globular clusters
from Massari et al. (2019) and the ages and [Fe/H] from
Kruijssen et al. (2019). Also, they guide their analysis with the
previously known cluster#merger memberships from Massari
et al. (2019). A possible reason that these studies could not
identify Cetus is because they were analyzing only globular
clusters, and the Cetus group (likely) contains only one such
object—NGC 5824 itself. However, we are able to detect Cetus
because we have combined the globular cluster information
with that of streams and satellites, and the Cetus group clearly
contains many streams. As for the satellite#Cetus association,
this is the !rst time that Willman 1 has been associated with
this group (to the best of our knowledge). It could be that
Willman 1, which is an ultrafaint dwarf galaxy (Willman et al.
2005), is actually the remnant of the progenitor Cetus galaxy
(in other words, the remnant of the Cetus stream). This scenario
is also supported by the fact that the [Fe/H] of Willman
1 ($–2.1 dex; McConnachie & Venn 2020) is very similar to
that of the Cetus stream (see Table 2).
In Figure 5, one can see two additional objects that lie close

to the Cetus group, namely the globular cluster NGC 4590/
M68 and the stream Fjörm (which is the stream produced from
NGC 4590/M68). These two objects have very similar (JR, Jf,
E) values to those of the Cetus group but possess lower Jz
values, rendering this association rather tentative. We note that
NGC 4590 was previously associated with the Helmi sub-
structure by Massari et al. (2019), Forbes (2020), and Kruijssen
et al. (2020) and with the Canis Major progenitor galaxy
(Martin et al. 2004) by Kruijssen et al. (2019). On the other
hand, Fjörm was previously linked with Sagittarius by Bonaca
et al. (2021).

Figure 5. (J, E) distribution of the groups detected in our study. The plot shows several independent groups that comprise those objects with high probabilities
(i.e., PGroup ! PThreshold; see Section 3.3). The left panel shows Jf vs. JR, and the objects are colored by their Jz values. The right panel shows Jf vs. E, colored by L!.
The gray points are all the remaining objects with PGroup < PThreshold. The straight lines between any two objects indicate the frequency of these objects being
members of the same group—the thicker the line, the higher is this frequency. These lines are colored using the same scheme described above. Such a representation
automatically reveals several independent groups.

18 These streams are Willka Yaku, Triangulum, and Turbio.
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Fig. 4: Accretion of two satellites on the Milky Way-type galaxy (MWsat_n2_�30-150). Left, middle panel: Distribution in the
E � Lz space of globular clusters originally belonging to the two satellites (magenta and white colors, respectively). The density
maps show the fractional contribution of stars from satellite 1 (left panel) and satellite 2 (middle panel) relative to the totality of
stars. Righ panel: Distribution in the E � Lz space of globular clusters originally belonging to the two satellites (magenta and white
colors, respectively) and to the Milky Way-type galaxy (grey circles). The density map shows the fractional contribution of stars
from the two satellites relative to the totality of stars.

Lz) in the case of a Milky Way-type galaxy accreting one or two
satellites, since this space has been proposed as the natural one
where to look for the signatures of past accretion events (Helmi
& de Zeeuw 2000).

3.2.1. Accreted clusters

Let us start with the case of a single accretion. In Fig. 1
(right column), we show the distribution in E � Lz space of
the accreted clusters in the case of the �orb = 60� simulation
(ID=MWsat_n1_�60), at di↵erent times, T= 0, 1, 2.5, 5 Gyr
(these times correspond to those for which the x � y and x � z
maps are shown in the left and middle columns of the same fig-
ure). In these E � Lz plots, we also report, for each cluster, the
escape time from its progenitor satellite. This escape time has
been estimated by means of a simple spatial criterion, i.e. it is
defined as the time when the distance between the GC and the
centre of mass of the parent satellite is larger than 15 kpc. For
comparison, the distribution in E � Lz space of field stars of the
satellite is also plotted in the background. At the beginning of the
interaction, the distribution of satellite stars and globular clusters
is clumped in the E � Lz space and characterized by high energy.
This is understandable because the satellite is, at the beginning of
the simulation, a gravitationally bound system. At T = 1 Gyr the
satellite is close to an apocentre passage (see Fig. 2), resulting in
a broad extent in Lz

4. Globally, as an e↵ect of dynamical friction,
the energy and the absolute value of the angular momentum de-
crease and the satellite penetrates deeper and deeper in the poten-
tial well of the main galaxy. This results in a distribution with a
funnel-like shape as satellite’s stars and GCs tend to be spread in
energy but to converge in angular momentum. Table 3, that lists
the mean and standard deviation of the initial and final Lz and E
of the accreted GCs, quantifies well this trend. In fact, the final
4 Before the end of the merging process, a fraction of satellite stars and
globular clusters are still gravitationally bound to the system. For this
reason, together with the motion of the centre of mass of the satellite
relative to the Milky Way centre, one needs to take into account also the
motion of satellite stars/GCs relative to the satellite centre. Since the
angular momentum Lz depends on the distance from the centre of the
main galaxy, the e↵ect of the peculiar velocities is particularly evident
at large distances from the Milky Way centre (i.e. at the apocentre), and
it is reduced when the satellite is at its pericentre.

Lz results on average closer to zero and less spread, while the en-
ergy is on average lower and more dispersed. In general, clusters
lost in late phases of the interaction have low orbital energies,
that is they tend to be found in the potential well of the merger
remnant, while clusters lost in the early phases of the satellite
accretion tend to be positioned in the upper part of the E � Lz
plane, i.e. at high energies (we refer the reader to Appendix A to
see how this behaviour changes if we consider a static MW po-
tential where the satellite does not experiences dynamical fric-
tion). This tendency is clear in Fig. 3, where the final energy of
all the accreted clusters in all the 1x(1:10) simulations is shown
as a function of the escape time from their satellites (tesc): clus-
ters lost in the early phases of the interaction (low tesc) tend to
have higher energies than clusters lost at more advanced stages
of the merging process. Here we can also identify three main
groups: the first consisting of GCs with tesc < 1 Gyr, the second
with 1.8 Gyr< tesc < 3.6 Gyr and the last with tesc = 5 Gyr.
The first two groups are associated with globular clusters lost at
the first and subsequent pericentric passages, respectively. Glob-
ular clusters with tesc = 5 Gyr are those which did not escape
from the satellite before the end of the merging process. From
the color-coding of globular clusters in Fig. 3, it is possible also
to notice that the clusters that escape the earliest from the pro-
genitor satellite are those which are initially less bound to their
progenitor. They are indeed the clusters with the highest values
of Eint, where Eint is the sum of the kinetic energy of clusters in
the satellite and of their potential energies, both estimated rela-
tive to the satellite centre. As expected, globular clusters that are
more tightly bound to the satellite tend to escape later and have
a lower final energy relative to the Milky Way-type galaxy refer-
ence system. However, from Fig. 1 (bottom, right panel) we can
see that this trend shows a number of exceptions: for instance,
the cluster lost at ' 2.59 Gyr, at the end of the simulation has
lower energy (E ⇡ �9.5) with respect to the clusters lost later at
' 3.05 Gyr (E ⇡ �8.0). The globular cluster lost at 0.58 Gyr also
ends up at higher energy than the cluster lost at 0.42 Gyr. This
happens because after leaving their parent satellite, the energy
and angular momentum of globular clusters may change due to
changes in the gravitational potential induced by the final phases
of accretion of the same satellite.

When two satellites are accreted, the interpretation of the
energy-angular momentum space becomes even more tricky.
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Figure 2: A MW-mass example resembling the GES. The projected action
space and the energy-Lz of the accreted components of a MW-mass galaxy
(537941). The orange, green, red and purple represents the largest mergers
in decreasing order of stellar mass. The earliest merger is of stellar mass
log(M⇤) 8.69 which entered the halo around 10 Gyr ago: while the majority of
its stellar particles are moving in the radial direction, there is some scattering
of its particles also in the prograde and retrograde direction. In this figure, we
use only stellar particles which are found at the core of the accreted progenitor
(within 2 e↵ective radii), and which can be clearly identified outside the MW-
mass virial halo.
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Tests from Milky-Way analogue in TNG50

Scattering of binding energy and actions of the  progenitor.

Overlap in action-BE space with various progenitors.




Conclusions
• We have identified the last major merger of the MW, and the effects of 

that merger on the galaxy thanks to Gaia and spectroscopic surveys. 
• We are slowly extending this knowledge to other MW-mass galaxies in 

the Local Volume.We have identified the most dominant mergers (mass 
and infall time) of M31, Cen A, M81, M64, M101, NGC253, NGC891, and 
we are beginning to understand the effects of these mergers on these 
galaxies. 

• These large mergers contribute to the heating of a galactic disk, a burst 
of star formation and the accretion of smaller satellite galaxies, but do 
not contribute substantially to the building of their central bulges. 

• The accretion of a large satellite causes a scattering in binding 
energies/actions of satellites/globular clusters accreted along with it.  

• For back integration of satellites, we need better dynamic models of 
the potential of the MW and the LMC.
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Impact of Sagittarius
MW-mass galaxies in the Local Volume

Figure 2. Star formation history representative of the ⇠ 2 kpc bubble around the Sun. a,
Normalised star formation rate as a function of lookback time for the different tests under analysis. b, The
inset shows a zoom-in to the youngest star formation enhancement spanning the last ⇠ 100 Myr. Solid or
dashed purple lines display the results from the different tests using two different extinction coefficients.
The solid orange line depicts the overall star formation history averaging all the tests (see Methods).
Shaded areas and orange error bars account for the errors on the SFH determinations and peak
significance, respectively. These error bars do not account for possible degeneracies in the solution or
systematic errors induced by the choice of input parameters of our method (see Methods). Green areas
highlight the recovered star formation enhancements. c, Comparison between our results and the
knowledge regarding the Sgr orbit and stellar content from literature. Asterisks and line intervals
correspond to proposed pericentric passages (grey asterisks for secondary pericentres). Lines in grey-scale
mimic variable star formation from black (star forming) to white (no star formation) for the Sgr main
body17 or stream18.
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Figure 1. Distribution of stars in the vertical position-velocity plane from Gaia DR2 data. The
panels are for stars in our sample located at 8.24 < R < 8.44kpc. a) Two-dimensional histogram in bins
of DZ = 0.01kpc and DVZ = 0.1kms�1, with the darkness being proportional to the number of counts.; b)
Z-VZ plane coloured as a function of median VR in bins of DZ = 0.02kpc and DVZ = 1kms�1; c) Same as
b) but for Vf .

Figure 2. Distribution of azimuthal velocities as a function of Galactocentric radius from Gaia
DR2 data. Two-dimensional histogram for all observed stars in our sample with 6D phase space
coordinates in bins of DVf = 1.kms�1, and DR = 0.01kpc. Vf is positive towards the Galactic rotation
direction.
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